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Abstract
Clustering is one of the most fundamental tasks in many machine learning and information
retrieval applications. Roughly speaking, the goal is to partition data instances such that
similar instances end up in the same group while dissimilar instances lie in different groups.
Quite surprisingly though, the formal and rigorous definition of clustering is not at all clear
mainly because there is no consensus about what constitutes a cluster. That said, across
all disciplines, from mathematics and statistics to genetics, people frequently try to get
a first intuition about the data through identifying meaningful groups. Finding similar
instances and grouping them are two main steps in clustering, and not surprisingly, both
have been the subject of extensive study over recent decades.
It has been shown that using large datasets is the key to achieving acceptable levels of
performance in data-driven applications. Today, the Internet is a vast resource for such
datasets, each of which contains millions and billions of high-dimensional items such as
images and text documents. However, for such large-scale datasets, the performance of the
employed machine-learning algorithm quickly becomes the main bottleneck. Conventional
clustering algorithms are no exception, and a great deal of effort has been devoted to
developing scalable clustering algorithms. Clustering tasks can vary both in terms of
the input they have and the output that they are expected to generate. For instance, the
input of a clustering algorithm can hold various types of data such as continuous numerical,
and categorical types. This thesis on a particular setting; in it, the input instances are
represented with binary strings. Binary representation has several advantages such as
storage efficiency, simplicity, lack of a numerical-data-like concept of noise, and being
naturally normalized.
The literature abounds with applications of clustering binary data, such as in market-
ing, document clustering, and image clustering. As a more-concrete example, in marketing
for an online store, each customer’s basket is a binary representation of items. By cluster-
ing customers, the store can recommend items to customers with the same interests. In
document clustering, documents can be represented as binary codes in which each element
indicates whether a word exists in the document or not. Another notable application of
binary codes is in binary hashing, which has been the topic of significant research in the
last decade. The goal of binary hashing is to encode high-dimensional items, such as im-
ages, with compact binary strings so as to preserve a given notion of similarity. Such codes
enable extremely fast nearest neighbour searches, as the distance between two codes (often
the Hamming distance) can be computed quickly using bit-wise operations implemented
at the hardware level.
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Similar to other types of data, the clustering of binary datasets has witnessed consider-
able research recently. Unfortunately, most of the existing approaches are only concerned
with devising density and centroid-based clustering algorithms, even though many other
types of clustering techniques can be applied to binary data. One of the most popular
and intuitive algorithms in connectivity-based clustering is the Hierarchical Agglomerative
Clustering (HAC) algorithm, which is based on the core idea of objects being more related
to nearby objects than to objects farther away. As the name suggests, HAC is a family of
clustering methods that return a dendrogram as their output: that is, a hierarchical tree of
domain subsets, having a singleton instance in their leaves and the whole data instances in
their root. Such algorithms need no prior knowledge about the number of clusters. Most
of them are deterministic and applicable to different cluster shapes, but these advantages
come at the price of high computational and storage costs in comparison with other popular
clustering algorithms such as k-means.
In this thesis, a family of HAC algorithms is proposed, called Discretized Agglomerative
Clustering (DAC), that is designed to work with binary data. By leveraging the discretized
and bounded nature of binary representation, the proposed algorithms can achieve signifi-
cant speedup factors both in theory and practice, in comparison to the existing solutions.
From the theoretical perspective, DAC algorithms can reduce the computational cost of
hierarchical clustering from cubic to quadratic, matching the known lower bounds for HAC.
The proposed approach is also be empirically compared with other well-known clustering
algorithms such as k-means, DBSCAN, average, and complete-linkage HAC, on well-known
datasets such as TEXMEX, CIFAR-10 and MNIST, which are among the standard bench-
marks for large-scale algorithms. Results indicate that by mapping real points to binary
vectors using existing binary hashing algorithms and clustering them with DAC, one can
achieve several orders of magnitude speed without losing much clustering quality, and in
some cases, achieving even more.
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The Lord said to Noah,“Go into the ark, you and your family and take with you a pair
of every kind of animal, male and female, to keep their various kinds alive throughout
the earth. There will be a flood which will wipe from the face of the earth every living
creature.” This very simple story provides the-first known application of large-scale cluster
analysis.
In the modern world, several types of cluster analyses have been utilized in various
fields such as statistics, genetics, software engineering, social sciences, and health-care.
John Snow, the father of modern epidemiology, used cluster analysis to track the source
of London’s Cholera outbreak in 1854 [174]. In the information age, through technology
improvements that have been facilitating data gathering, both the size of data and its
dimensions have grown dramatically. Databases are among the examples in the field of
computer science that have attracted cluster analysis as storing large data became an issue.
The common idea of cluster analysis in all the examples above is to capture the association
between data and to recognize groups within massive amounts of data.
In addition to clustering, other domains such as artificial intelligence, statistics, pat-
tern recognition, machine learning, and knowledge discovery have intersections with data
mining. Cluster analysis (or clustering) refers to the specific task of grouping a set of
objects into subsets (clusters) based on their attributes (features) such that the similar-
ity of objects in each cluster (intra-cluster similarity) is maximized and the similarity of
objects between clusters (inter-cluster similarity) is minimized. Clustering reveals the hid-
den structure within data, but an exploratory technique and does not test hypotheses but
actually generates them. These clustering descriptions are not precise, and it is not clear
how to settle on one rigorous definition [166]. On the other hand, the lack of ground truth
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in unsupervised learning makes the evaluation of this exploratory task vague and even
ambiguous.
Besides the fundamental difficulties of cluster analysis, another major problem may
arise with growing data. When the size of data grows, either from an increasing number of
objects or their dimensions, the memory and computational costs, as well as the quality of
results, become a significant concern, are common to all data mining fields and similarly
clustering. The nature and the amount of popular data in the Internet age threatens the
scalability of many proposed clustering algorithms, even if the algorithms are widely used
and reliably fit for small size and low dimensional data. The size of data grows either by the
number of instances or each instance’s dimension. When it comes to growing an instance’s
dimension, the phenomena of the curse of dimensionality and data sparsity arise: that is,
when the dimension grows, the problem space grows so fast that the available data becomes
sparse. This sparsity makes any machine learning or statistics task problematic, because
finding patterns within data becomes difficult in two ways: First, more data is required
to get reliable results because of the high-dimensional space where many dimensions are
empty of meaningful data. Second, as searching for patterns within data may require inter-
instance similarity computation, the computational cost grows linearly with the number of
dimensions. Therefore, it is not only the number of instances that makes clustering (and
most data-mining tasks) painful, but also the dimensions and variations in the nature of
data, such as images, sounds, videos, and documents.
Clustering algorithms are not usually designed for a specific kind of data. The diverse
nature of data (images, sounds, documents, etc.) usually does not change the clustering
algorithms explicitly used for a specific kind of data. Originally, most clustering algorithms
in the literature were explicitly designed by assuming that the objects in datasets are
numerical data. Then, cluster analysis on other data types such as categorical or binary
data began to use adjusted forms of the well-known algorithms designed for numerical data.
In consequence, many such conventional algorithms are not fully adapted to other types
of data. On the other hand, transferring from one space (possibly high dimensional) to a
new space (possibly with lower dimensions) such as a binary space may help size-related
challenges in cluster analysis algorithms.
Binary data is one well-known form and an interesting data type. Although there
are applications of genuinely binary data, other types of data can also be represented by
this compact yet meaningful version of data. The binary representation (codes or strings)
of data may need less memory, and can effectively decrease storage and computational
costs in many data mining disciplines. Thus, several approaches have been proposed in
the literature for transferring data to compact binary codes, for various fields such as
information theory, coding theory, statistical inference, and machine learning. One of the
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widely-studied approaches to this goal is binary hashing.
The goal of binary hashing is to transform data instances into a compact representation
(low-dimensional) or a short binary code, also called a hash code. Hashing has two major
branches: supervised [160, 161]–also called learning to hash–and unsupervised [36, 93]–
also called locality sensitive hashing. Using compact binary codes that resulted from
hashing helps in dealing with big data and its challenges, as it can decrease memory and
potentially computational costs in data mining tasks. Memory costs decrease because the
representative of each instance in a target space is a sequence of bits. The computational
costs of using compact binary codes in many similarity-based data mining approaches
can be decreased just by applying binary-specific distance/similarity measures, which are
cheaper than other spaces.
All being said, one can decrease the costs of data mining in large size data by applying
binary hashing on the original space, so as to get a compact binary representative of data
instances. Then data mining approaches can be applied to the compact codes. Also, binary
codes can potentially give us the freedom to modify data structures and algorithms and
get rid of restrictions enforced by continuous numerical data. Accordingly, binary codes
can be seen as opportunities to propose new data structures and algorithms to cut the
costs of data mining tasks (clustering in this thesis).
In this thesis, Discretized Agglomerative Clustering (DAC)-Bidirectional Arrays of Linked
Lists (BALL) is presented, a scalable data structure and algorithm that can be utilized to
cluster binary data. This algorithm makes use of the nature of binary data and is based
on a well-known clustering algorithm. Although the original algorithm is not efficient for
large and high dimensional data, this solution efficiently fits binary data. Also, a data
compression technique is used to find a new binary representation of data, and helps apply
the proposed algorithm to continuous numerical data types.
Finally, the efficiency and effectiveness of the algorithm is evaluated on various datasets
of different sizes and dimensionalities. Several clustering approaches and different compres-
sion ratios are explored to verify the quality of the algorithm and its scalability for various
input data.
The clustering of binary data and its applications may benefit from the proposed ap-
proach and the techniques employed in this research. However, the work presented here is
not complete, and several challenges remain in the field of binary data clustering. There-
fore, possible future works are suggested at the end of this thesis.
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1.1 Motivation
There was a time when oil companies were the most valuable corporations, and they
controlled the world. However, now black gold is neither the most valuable asset nor
the fuel for the future. The five most valuable public companies are Apple, Alphabet,
Microsoft, Amazon, and Facebook by the total value of around 2.3 trillion dollars. Just
after these huge corporations, comes Exxon Mobil to show that oil is still valuable but not
as much as before. Hence, Intel CEO Brain Kraznich’s declaration that “data is literally
the new oil” is not far from reality.
As of April 2017 the number of Internet users had grown to 3.8 billions ( [4]). Every day,
2.5 quintillions more bytes of data are created. Ninety percent of data in the world today
has been created since 2016 ( [1]), and the growth rate will increase drastically with new
devices and technologies that are now becoming connected as a part of Internet of things
applications. A straightforward example of the flood of data is in autonomous vehicles.
Every autonomous vehicle produces 4 Tera-bytes each day with its cameras, radar, sonar,
and GPS. According to the Barclays report [2], it is expected that in the next decade
each car will produce 100 gigabytes of data every second. Thus, the US alone, with its
260 million cars, would produce 5.8 Zetta-byte of data each day. This amount of data
is peanuts compared to the data that will be generated by all the connected devices on
the Internet of things (IoT), from home appliances to human-health monitoring systems.
“Big data” is another term for designating large-scale data that has several million or even
billions of instances.
This huge flood of data is not researchers, and data scientists, worst fear; the dimen-
sion of data and the wide variety of data types for each dimension are more threatening
to conventional data science approaches. Having powerful machines cannot help deal with
such a variety of data, all by itself. Accordingly, in the literature, there are a surprising
number of approaches proposed to cope with the diversity of data. To assay these data
mining and machine learning algorithms, data scientists have produced datasets with var-
ious dimensions and data types. From the long list of large, high-dimensional datasets,
Imagenet [57], TexMex [97], Youtube-8M [6] can be mentioned; all of which can be used
for assessing various data science tasks. These tasks include cluster analysis, classification,
machine vision, data visualization, or in summary, information extraction and knowledge
discovery.
Regardless of the knowledge discovery task, not all machines can handle enormous
amounts of high-dimensional data. On the other hand, all machine learning processes
cannot be taken to powerful servers, and some machine learning tasks should be handled on
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local machines. Autonomous vehicles and smart portable devices are two examples where
performing data mining tasks independently using local machine is crucial. Some machines
have limitations on memory, and some have vital responsibilities where computational
time is critical. An autonomous vehicle has neither a built-in huge and powerful server
and nor a connection to servers. Also, the vehicle has to decide its subsequent actions
within milliseconds as soon as surrounding conditions change. These examples make clear
the threat of big data to any knowledge discovery task. In this thesis, the focus is on
a specific segment of knowledge discovery: clustering. Although clustering is a part of
knowledge discovery, data mining or machine learning, finding an algorithm that can deal
with big-data in high-dimensional space may open doors for investigating other fields, such
as classification.
Clustering of a large-scale data can be applied to many tasks, including clustering the
products in an online store such as books on Amazon, images on a social media network
such as the billions of images on Instagram or Facebook, web pages based on their content,
and documents such as tweets on Twitter. The goals of these applications range from
marketing (i.e., similar product recommendations) to finding duplicate content, speeding
up search queries, or detecting cyber-attacks. It is interesting that clustering all by itself
can help in coping with the flood of data. Therefore, clustering can affect big data or be
affected by it.
Numerous studies have addressed large-scale data on various data mining and knowl-
edge discovery domains, such as pattern recognition, machine learning, statistics, cluster-
ing and related segments and their application in different fields of science. As mentioned,
cluster analysis is an ill-defined problem and shows its challenges more in large-scale high-
dimensional data. Fortunately, the necessity of finding ways to face large-scale data cluster-
ing has forced researchers to propose various approaches. Regarding high-dimensionality,
one can select either of two primary directions, preprocessing such as data compression
techniques before clustering, or clustering high dimensional data such as subspace clus-
tering to deal with the high dimensionality of data. Also, three primary approaches are
available to cope with the huge number of instances: first, reducing the number of passes
over the data; second, accessing a portion of data (not whole instances); and third, par-
allelizing computation. Obviously, none of the proposed algorithms are suitable for all
datasets and fit all clustering problems. For instance, stream data clustering is one crucial
example of big data. The settings of clustering problems for batches and streams are dif-
ferent, so it would be challenging to make any proposed approach scalable for both batch
and stream data clustering.
All being said, the need to improve the speed and quality of information retrieval
and machine learning algorithms has attracted researchers’ interests. There is also a lack
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of an exact deterministic clustering algorithm that has acceptable performance for high-
dimensional big data. Thus, in this context, the performance and quality of deterministic
clustering algorithms still remain the issue.
1.2 Problem Description
The clustering problem is one of the oldest statistical problems and has been studied widely
in the literature. It can be defined as follows:
Definition 1. Given a set of records, clustering is to find a function that partitions
records into a set of groups which are as similar as possible .
Several clustering algorithms can be derived and categorized from this definition and
based on the definition of similarity that will be covered in the next chapter. As can
be seen from the definition, the core idea in clustering is to find the closest (i.e., the
most similar) data points and put them in a cluster. Therefore, in many algorithms,
clustering can be viewed as a nearest-neighbour search problem. In addition to similarity
measures that change the clustering problem, the data type also affects the definition of
the clustering problem. Similarity measures can also profoundly affect the speed of the
clustering. Therefore, the data type or the clustering space can potentially change the
solution speed.
Many approaches have been proposed to improve the accuracy and speed of solutions
to the problem. Large-scale datasets justify the importance of fast and accurate clustering
approaches. The problem can be divided into, first, finding the space that could make
similarity/distance calculation fast, and second, devising an algorithm that speeds up the
process of nearest neighbour searching as much as possible. The solution to the first part of
the problem can affect many clustering approaches, mostly in the distance-based category.
By transferring the original space into a target space where similarity measure computation
is fast, one achieves faster cluster analysis in many cases. On the other hand, one effec-
tive requirement for efficient clustering is to speed up the process of the nearest-neighbour
search. Several exact and approximate solutions have been proposed to satisfy this re-
quirement. As many clustering approaches use nearest-neighbour searching, one should
attack a specific clustering algorithm for the second aspect of the problem. This research
is mainly focused on the second aspect, where the goal is to find a data structure and
algorithm that speeds up the pairwise nearest neighbour search, and consequently makes
hierarchical clustering feasible in large binary datasets. In order to expand the advantage
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Table 1.1: Table of Notation in This Chapter
a, b , data-points such that a ∈ A and
b ∈ B
bi, bj , Binary Code vectors
Cm , Cluster m
d , Number of dimensions in binary
space
disij ≡ dis(i, j) , Distance between two clusters or
points i,j
D , Number of dimensions in Real
space
n , Number of instances
p1...pn , Data-points as clustering inputs
RD , Real space with D dimensions
Sim(i, j) , Similarity between two clusters or
points i,j
of the proposed algorithm on different types of data, well-known hashing techniques for
mapping data to binary space have also been utilized.
Based on the motivations above and the problem description, the objectives of this
research are to:
- Carry out comprehensive study of current techniques and strategies for data compres-
sion such that a single machine can handle the compact data.
- Design and develop a new data structure and algorithm that speeds up the clustering
of binary data without losing the quality of clustering.
- Evaluate and compare the proposed algorithm to existing clustering approaches.
Table 1.1 shows the notation used in the thesis.
1.3 Definitions, Research Scope And Problem State-
ment
Definition 2. Given a set of records, B, with n items, where B = {b1...bn} , bi ∈ {0, 1}d
and i ∈ {1...n}, and a function, dis, which is responsible for finding the distance between
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items, the clustering is done to find a function, f , which gives a partition of B.
Definition 3. A hierarchical clustering S on a set of records B = {bi}ni=1 , bi ∈ {0, 1}d
is a set of clusters such that:
(i) ∃C0 ∈ S|C0 = B
(ii) ∀b ∈ B,∃{b} ∈ S
(iii) ∀ Ci, Cj ∈ S : (Ci ⊂ Cj) ∨ (Cj ⊂ Ci) ∨ (Ci ∩ Cj = ∅)
(iv) (∀Ci ∈ S) ∧ (Ci 6= ∅) ,∃{Cj}kj=1 | (Cj ∈ S) ∧ (∀Cm, Cn : Cm 6= Cn,
Cm ∩ Cn = ∅) ∧ ∪kj=1Cj = Ci
Definition 2 is the general definition of clustering in binary space. Such clustering is
the superset of hierarchical agglomerative clustering (i.e., definition 3). These definitions
do not talk about the process of clustering or HAC. The graphical representation of the
HAC algorithm is shown in Figure 1.1 to give a broad overview of the HAC process. HAC
is merely the inter-instant similarity computation, and then n− 1 merging steps that are
executed, each of which combines the two most similar clusters (or singletons). After
mathematically defining the HAC and presenting an overview of its process, it is essential
to clarify the scope of this research formally. This research will explore approaches to
speeding up the HAC problem, summarized as follows [11, 173]:
• Agglomerative: the algorithm starts from n singleton clusters, and groups them until
it arrives at one single cluster that contains all n instances.
• Hierarchical : it creates a dendrogram of clusters that presents the partitioning se-
quences from n to one cluster.
• Non-overlapping : in it, each partition is a disjoint set at each level of the dendrogram
(i.e., the sequence of partitions).
• Sequential pair-group: it iteratively agglomerates clusters such that two clusters are
merged at each iteration.
• Provided information: two forms of information are usually provided: first, making a
stored matrix approach that includes non-negative values of inter-instance dissimilar-
ities, and second, making a stored data approach that stores objects (x) by a D-tuple
of real or binary numbers. D can be considered as the number of dimensions, and xi




















Figure 1.1: Overview of Agglomerative Clustering Process
The scope of this work is the hierarchical, agglomerative, non-overlapping, sequential pair-
group aspects of exact clustering algorithms, where the input is binary stored objects.
Problem Statement
A scalable algorithm is needed to promote Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering (HAC)
with full coverage of linkage criteria and good practical performance.
Now that the scope of this research has been introduced, it is time to shed light on the
primary issue with the algorithm. The HAC algorithm (Figure 1.1) is a summary of the
steps in HAC. Figure 1.1 shows the four simple steps of HAC:
1. Distance Computation Step (DCS): In this step, the algorithm computes the inter-
instance distances and store them. The computational complexity of this step is
O(n2D).
2. Minimum Finding Step (MFS) or Pairwise Nearest Neighbor Search: In order to
merge two clusters, the closest pairs should be found, which is the responsibility of
this step and has the computational complexity of O(n2).
3. Distance Updating Step (DUS): After two clusters are merged, the algorithm needs to
update the distance between this newly merged cluster to all other clusters (O(n)).
Computing of the updated distances is performed in this step.
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4. Iterate through steps two and three until only one cluster remains.
The algorithm iterates through step two and three n times. If D << n, the computa-
tional complexity of this algorithm becomes O(n3). The space complexity of the algorithm
is O(n2). The costly nature of this algorithm is hugely dependent on the number of in-
stances and the number of dimensions.
The following section (1.4) discusses challenges to be considered in working toward a
comprehensive solution.
1.4 Research Challenges
Some challenges must be dealt with in finding a solution to the problem:
Costly size dependency: The computational cost of a clustering algorithm must be
tolerable. Most clustering algorithms work based on the similarity/dissimilarity of items
in a dataset. Therefore, the computational cost of a clustering algorithm is proportional
to the number of comparisons times the cost of each comparison. The cost of distance
computation is discussed under the next research challenges (memory costs and dimensional
dependency), but briefly, as the size of a dataset expands, the number of comparisons also
grows, and the growth rate depends on which clustering algorithm is used. Here, the goal
is to find solutions for the pairwise nearest neighbour search of a massive dataset, which
requires a quadratic time algorithm. Thus, performing this search multiple times makes
clustering a cubic algorithm in some classes of algorithms, which is the primary challenge
here.
Space complexity of storing and cluster analysis: Moreover, as the size of datasets grows,
solutions must have adequate space complexity. The ideal condition for data representa-
tives is to fit into the working memory of a single machine. Although this ideal condition
cannot happen for massive datasets, compressing data as much as possible without losing
its semantics is still a goal. In this research, the aim is to cluster such a compressed version
of data. It is necessary to speed up the clustering without compromising the space com-
plexity and the clustering accuracy. This complexity preservation is the second challenge
in this research.
Dimensional dependency of similarity computation: Memory costs have motivated an
exploration of compact-data-specific clustering. Additionally, a clustering solution needs
to compute distances. The cost of distance computation grows linearly with the number
of dimensions, which in high dimensional datasets may become an issue. This cost should
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be tolerable, so another challenge has been to optimize a function that decreases the
computational complexity of distance computation by lowering dimensional dependency.
1.5 Research Questions
The following research questions have been posed to deal with the memory and computa-
tional cost challenges discussed in the previous section:
RQ1: Given a compact discrete version of the data or its inter-instant distances, is it
possible to develop a data structure and algorithm in a way that minimizes the pairwise
nearest neighbour searches of a hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithm?
It is evident that such a question is highly dependent on the data type of compact
code. Proposing a data structure and algorithm that performs efficiently on a data type
depends on the nature of the data. On the other hand, developing a compact version of
the data that does not help decrease the computational cost of nearest neighbour searching
is ineffectual.
Several solutions have been introduced to decrease the dimensionality of data (or com-
press the data), so as to improve the efficiency of distance computation, but another
question remains: is there any possibility of performing a nearest-neighbour search at
each clustering step with less computational cost on compact codes? The goal is a solu-
tion that can remove the need for exhaustive searches for the closest clusters by using a
data structure that provides pairwise nearest neighbour searching with close-to-constant
computational complexity. This solution significantly reduces the computational cost of
agglomerative clustering, as finding the pairwise nearest neighbours is the dominant part.
Therefore, if no data structure has been specially designed to get rid of exhaustive searches,
this problem would be almost as costly (even on compact codes) as ordinary agglomerative
clustering or finding nearest neighbours n times. Thus, the primary goal is to design a
data structure and algorithm that can improve clustering times by using compact codes
(binary codes). So the next research question is:
RQ2: If there is such a data structure and algorithm, is there any specification for the
type of data?
Suppose that finding a data structure and algorithm that can decrease the computa-
tional complexity from cubic to quadratic is achievable. One concern would be the space
complexity of that solution. A reason behind using compact codes is to ensure that the
data fits in the memory of a single machine in order to prevent transferring back and forth
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between memory and storage devices. It is thus crucial to know how much memory, in the
worst case, is needed at any point in the algorithm (i.e., space complexity). As with time
complexity, the researchers are mostly concerned with how the space grows as the size of
the input problem grows. This necessity leads to the third research question:
RQ3: Which data structure can be used so that the space complexity of hierarchical
agglomerative clustering does not increase prohibitively?
These research questions will be answered in Chapter 4.
1.6 Thesis Contributions
Research has addressed big data in various data mining and knowledge discovery fields
such as pattern recognition, machine learning, statistics and related segments, and their
application in different fields of science. However, none of the proposed algorithms are
suitable for and fit all clustering problems on various datasets. Each clustering algorithm
has advantages and disadvantages. Many fast clustering algorithms are not deterministic,
which means the solution’s starting point affects the results. In some, prior knowledge,
such as the number of clusters, is essential. The family of Hierarchical Agglomerative
Clustering (HAC) algorithms involves a group of algorithms that are deterministic and no
prior knowledge of the number of clusters is needed. However, they are computationally
expensive, making this family unsuitable for large-scale data. The popularity and power
of these algorithms and, at the same time, the simplicity of working with binary codes and
vigorous hashing algorithms is a motivation to consider combining these two and to propose
a data structure and algorithm. The proposed approach brings the agglomerative algorithm
close to its lower bound. This thesis introduces an algorithm that is a combination of the
data structure and algorithm, and binary hashing is a patch to this algorithm.
The following are the contributions of this thesis.
• Discrete distances are adapted to enable HAC to perform the following:
– It merges clusters (points) considering closest pairs without a pairwise nearest
neighbour search.
– It updates all corresponding distances while merging two clusters without vio-
lating the consistency of stored sorted distances.
– It enables random access to the distance between two clusters.
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• A combination of data structures is introduced (DAC-BALL) that performs the fol-
lowing:
– It enables DAC to execute exact HAC on binary data with the lowest compu-
tational complexity that the researchers are aware of.
– It enables DAC to perform exact HAC on any bounded discrete space by the
lowest computational cost.
– Transferring RD to {0, 1}d enables efficient approximate HAC in RD with small
accuracy loss, and is drastically faster than the conventional HAC.
– It creates the possibility of approximate HAC in RD by discretizing the space
such that distances are finite integers. This approach needs no transformation
to {0, 1}d.
The novel clustering algorithm proposed in this dissertation takes advantage of bi-
nary codes. Due to the high computational costs of conventional HACs, utilizing them
on large-scale datasets is not feasible. Therefore, having scalable agglomerative clustering
approaches, such as the proposed algorithm, is necessary. Although the algorithm is ex-
plicitly designed for binary space, the proposed approach becomes applicable for any type
of data by patching the algorithm with binary hashing. Even though the lower bound
of hierarchical clustering can be higher than that of some flat clustering algorithms, the
deterministic and prior-knowledge-free properties of this family of algorithms are valuable.
1.7 Thesis Organization
This thesis contains five chapters. Chapter 2 surveys pertinent literature on the problem
of clustering for categorical data and compact codes. Chapter 3 presents the foundation
of the discretized agglomerative clustering (i.e., DAC) algorithm and corresponding data
structure (i.e., BALL). Chapter 4 presents the results for clustering the real space and bi-




Background Concept and Related
Work
In this chapter, the related work in the domain of clustering is reviewed. Because this
research attempts to use the compact versions of data, it seems reasonable to first review
some dimensionality reduction approaches here in this chapter. However, the aim of this
research is not to develop new dimensionality reduction and data compression techniques.
Briefly, the goal is to develop a hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithm that uses
the discrete, bounded nature of binary data as an input for clustering. This binary input
data can be real-world binary data or the result of a dimensionality reduction or data
compression technique such as binary hashing. Therefore, a dimensionality reduction or
data compression technique is only a patch to the proposed approach. To cover the idea,
a brief overview of these techniques is provided in Appendix A.
In this chapter, some clustering algorithms are briefly reviewed. The studies on cluster-
ing are too numerous for an in-depth treatment here. They can be narrowed down to the
ones most related to this research: hierarchical agglomerative clustering techniques and
their optimized approaches. However, as one of the goals of optimizing HAC algorithms is
to enable applying them to big data, some algorithms that apply to big-data clustering are
also described here. Agglomerative clustering algorithms accept various types of data such
as continuous numerical and categorical types. In this thesis, the research is concerned
with a particular setting in which the input instances are represented with binary strings,
which are a subset of categorical data. Accordingly, some categorical data and hierarchical
clustering algorithms are described.
There is an assumption worth mentioning here: the distance metrics for input data
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are already defined. As many clustering algorithms are based on distance computation,
having defined distance metrics is crucial in this domain. Although there are several active
research venues on learning distance metrics, it is assumed that these metrics are already
defined for binary strings.
While several approaches for clustering exist, the discussion here is focused mostly on
topics related to big data, in particular, high dimensional, large-scale, discretized bounded
data.
In this thesis, American mathematical typography is followed. Italic type is employed
for all letters representing variables and parameters. Bold Latin capital letters usually
represent vectors, and bold lowercase letters are used for vectors. The names of well-known
functions are written in lowercase upright letters.
2.1 Data Clustering
Clustering means grouping data. It has a long history in the human brain and in the brains
of many creatures from chimpanzees to crows. Many clustering examples exist, from flat
clustering (e.g., Noah’s approach for clustering creatures) to hierarchical clustering (e.g.,
Aristotle’s pattern recognition for living things). The field is still an active research area in
the literature; hundreds of thousands of clustering-related documents have been published.
In the following sections, a simple, systematic overview of clustering is provided, but the
goal is not to dig into mathematical details for the various cluster analysis methods as that
would lead to a very long book.
Given a set of items, a desired number of clusters (optional) and an objective function,
the goal of clustering is to assign cluster labels to the items so as to minimize the objective
function. The “objective function” can be merely the distance between items. Clustering
is a problem of finding the best assignments that minimizes an objective function. Clusters
do not possess a unique definition, and no one can define the best clustering approach on
an abstract dataset. Thus, cluster analysis is highly context dependent. A user needs to
find the best clustering approach (within the existing paradigm) that is the optimum for
her needs. Next, some widely-used terms in the cluster analysis field are clarified.
Flat vs Hierarchical : If each cluster (super-cluster) is partitioned into sub-clusters, then
cluster analysis is hierarchical; otherwise, the clustering is flat.
Hard vs Soft : If each object belongs to only one cluster, it is called hard clustering. In
contrast, if each object has a degree of membership (probability distribution) to clusters,
it is called soft clustering.
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Exhaustive vs Exclusive: If one partitions the data such that every object belongs to
a cluster and no object is left without assignment, the clustering would be exhaustive.
Contrarily, if the method allows some objects (e.g., outliers) to not be assigned to any
cluster, the clustering is exclusive.
Probabilistic vs Non-probabilistic: If a clustering method is based on probabilistic mod-
els (e.g., finite mixture approaches), it is called probabilistic; otherwise, approaches without
probabilistic interpretation that are based on minimizing a cost are called cost-based or
non-probabilistic.
Other terms such as parametric vs nonparametric (i.e., based on required input param-
eter), or partitional vs partitional hierarchical, or the cardinality of clustering (the number
of clusters) are less-common terms.
2.2 Cluster Analysis Classification
Cluster analysis has acquired many applications and approaches over several decades. Here,
clustering is reviewed according to its algorithmic approach and methodological viewpoint
during the past decades. Several other ways exist to classify cluster analysis methods.
The aim is not to review the extensive literature on cluster analysis, but only limited to
the most-influential methods and applications in this field. The taxonomy of clustering
approaches will be shown in tree representations to give a better overview. It is worth
mentioning again that some of the clustering approaches can fit into multiple classes, and
other variations of this classification are also viable. One simple example is the k-means
algorithm, which can be both a partitioning-based algorithm (in the current taxonomy)
and a centroid-based (other taxonomies) one.
The following taxonomy of clustering is focused on categorizing based on the approaches
used, not the type or size of data. Hierarchical, partitioning, density-based, spectral-based,
and model-based techniques have been put forward mainly to solve the clustering problem
from different viewpoints without too much attention to data-type. Different applications
may have different data-types such as categorical data or network data. Some clustering
techniques work better on some data-types, and tuning can even sometimes be applied to
a technique to comply with a specific data-type. In this section, clustering methods are
classified by looking only at techniques and not the size of data or data-type. The big-data
and categorical type clusterings are discussed, as they are close to the current problem
covered in subsequent sections.
In Figure 2.1, clustering algorithms are classified into five branches. In some cases,
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such as hierarchical clustering algorithms (as an example), the branches have subtrees
that in this case are the Conventional and the Modified hierarchical clustering algorithms.
One of the most important performance measures for an algorithm (efficiency measures) is
the computational complexity. The computational complexity of algorithms in Table 2.1
shows a comparison between the speed of these clustering algorithms. Some of these algo-
rithms have multiple variations, so the computational complexity of the original versions
are shown (alongside their references). Other parameters such as the number of input pa-
rameters, handling large datasets, handling high dimensionality, handling noisy data, type
of dataset, deterministic or non-deterministic, exact or approximate, and cluster shapes
are not compared here, because these are outside the scope of this chapter.
Here, the clustering techniques are categorized into five branches, but other forms of
taxonomy are also possible. Even in this taxonomy for instance, one can change the shape
of the tree by putting many algorithms into distance-based algorithms. Several ways of
sub-categorizing distance-based algorithms exist, but one simple way is to put algorithms
into two subsets: hierarchical and flat techniques. Hierarchical methods build a hierarchy
of clusters with varying levels of granularity. Strategies for hierarchical clustering generally
fall into two groups: (i) agglomerative, which builds a bottom-up hierarchy from singleton
clusters to one cluster, and (ii) divisive, which builds a top-down hierarchy from one cluster
to singleton clusters. Agglomerative clustering methods can be categorized into linkage-
base and graph-based.
The examples of agglomerative, divisive, linkage-based, and graph-based algorithms can
be found in Figure 2.1. K-means, k-medoids, k-medians are examples of flat clustering.
2.3 Clustering Categorical Data
Cluster analysis is performed on two types of records: first, records with real-value con-
tinuous features (attributes), and second, records with categorical (discrete) features. The
main focus of most studies in clustering is on real-value continuous data clustering. One
major example is clustering images in which the data is of a continuous domain. In contrast,
clustering in categorical (discrete) space is a newer problem. Partitioning large software
systems and protein interaction data are two applications for non-ordered (since there is
no ordering for features values in this problem) discrete data clustering.
Binary data is the simplest form of categorical data, in which features may take one
of two possible values (from {0, 1}). Binary datasets are often sparse and sometimes



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































in continuous space has been widely studied and several powerful algorithms have been
proposed, clustering algorithms for categorical data (specifically binary data) should be
optimized based on the discrete nature and specific properties of discrete data.
The definition of categorical clustering is quite similar to the definition of continuous
space clustering. Clustering partitions n objects into k clusters. Each object, Oi, has d
attributes ({Oi1, Oi2, ...Oid}). Each attribute, Oij, has a domain. This domain for real-
value space involves real values and otherwise takes a categorical or Boolean data-type.
The previous classification approach (clustering taxonomy, 2.1) is followed here to classify
the major categorical clustering algorithms.
Here, similar taxonomy is used, but specifically for categorical data. Although many
of the clustering algorithms in Figure 2.1 can be applied to categorical data, some algo-
rithms are suitable or tuned for this data-type. Table 2.2 shows these algorithm with their
computational complexity.
Other parameters, such as the number of input parameters; the handling of large
datasets, high dimensionality, and noisy data; the type of dataset; deterministic or non-
deterministic; exact or approximate; and cluster shapes are not compared here, because






































Table 2.2: Complexity of Various Categorical Clustering Algorithms
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2.4 Hierarchical Clustering Algorithms
One of the most widely used families of algorithms for cluster analysis is hierarchical
clustering. The simplicity of these algorithms and ease of interpreting their results widen
their application to various fields of science.
Hierarchical Clustering (HC) algorithms attempt to solve problems by making a den-
drogram. The dendrogram is merely a binary tree constructed by merging two clusters or
splitting a cluster. One interesting fact about hierarchical algorithms is that, in contrast
to some other approaches, they do not need a predefined number of clusters. Accordingly,
different levels of the dendrogram represent different numbers of clusters. By this means,
the dendrogram holds all clustering results from one to n clusters. In contrast, for the
k-means as an example for two different ks, one must run the algorithms twice.
Two branches of the family of HC algorithms are top-bottom (i.e., divisive) and bottom-
up (agglomerative), but the concept of closeness –similarity or dissimilarity (distance)– is
common between them.
In the rest of this section, HC algorithms and their specifications are briefly discussed
because the proposed approach is based on this type of algorithm.
Agglomerative Approaches
There are two branches of HC algorithms: agglomerative and divisive. Agglomerative
algorithms start off by considering all instances as singleton clusters and iteratively merge
them based on their closeness until only one cluster remains. The result is a dendrogram
with singleton instances in the leaves and entire data instances in its root. The dendrogram
is common in agglomerative and divisive algorithms as the leaves of this tree are singleton
clusters, and the root is a big cluster that includes all instances. However, the dendrogram
structures in agglomerative and divisive approaches may be entirely different.
Different similarity/dissimilarity is the key to different versions of agglomerative algo-
rithms, but apart from this, all agglomerative algorithms follow common steps: building a
distance matrix, merging the two closest clusters (i.e., at first, all data points are considered
as a singleton cluster), updating the distance matrix, and doing step 2 and 3 until there is
only one cluster.
The closeness definition determines the different versions of agglomerative algorithms:
Single-Linkage: One of the oldest Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering (HAC) algo-
rithm is single-linkage clustering [133]. The similarity between two sets of clusters, A and
B, of the single-linkage algorithm is defined by:
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dAB = min{dis(a, b)|∀a ∈ A, ∀b ∈ B} (2.1)
This algorithm is also known as nearest-neighbour clustering as the similarity between two
clusters is the similarity between two nearest neighbours in these two clusters. Because of
this property, the single-linkage algorithm can find asymmetrical cluster shapes. However,
this similarity makes single-linkage easily compromised by the noise in the data, and the
chaining effect is another major drawback (Figure 2.2). Since the merging criterion is local,
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Figure 2.2: Chaining Effect in Single-Linkage HAC
Complete-Linkage: In contrast to the single-linkage approach, it has been proposed
that the proximity measure between two clusters is the most dissimilar data point of those
clusters. This approach is called complete-linkage [106]. Thus, dissimilarity between two
sets of clusters A and B of the complete-linkage algorithm is defined thus:
simAB = max{dis(a, b)|∀a ∈ A, ∀b ∈ B} (2.2)
This approach eliminates the chaining effect of single-linkage, but it is more sensitive to
noise and outliers than single-linkage, as can be seen in Figure 2.3. Point A in this figure
is an outlier. Although the distance between B and C,D,E is more than the distance
between B and A, so clusters A and B merge together.
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Figure 2.3: Outlier Sensitivity in Complete-Linkage HAC
These proximity differences define the distance between two clusters and only change
the update step of the HAC.
Group Averaged-Linkage: Two approaches have been proposed to eliminate the draw-
backs of single and complete-linkage algorithms. One of these approaches is group averaged-
linkage or simply average-linkage, which defines the distance between two clusters A, and









This approach merges two clusters with the highest cohesion [132]. Another approach
for eliminating single and complete-linkage drawbacks is centroid-based HAC. In this ap-
proach, the distance between two clusters is defined as the distance between their centroids.
simAB = {d(cA, cB)|∀a ∈ A, cA = 1|A|
∑
a∈A






These two algorithms–specifically group average-linkage–are computationally more ex-
pensive than the single and complete-linkage algorithms.
Ward [190] or minimum variance clustering algorithm is another approach in HAC. If













In this approach two clusters would be merged if their newly merged cluster has the mini-
mum variance (i.e., sAB) between all other possible merging options. Ward method has a
very close relationship with the centroid method, as ward proximity is calculated by:
wAB =
|A|.|B|
|A|+ |B|d(cA, cB) (2.7)
where d(cA, cB) is the distance between the centroids of two clusters, A and B, weighted
by a product of the size of these clusters.
Divisive Approaches
Another branch of hierarchical algorithms is the top-down (or divisive) approaches. The
focus in this thesis is on HAC, but to cover the whole family of HC, divisive algorithms,
major points are briefly discussed.
Divisive algorithms start by considering all data points in a big cluster, and then try to
iteratively split this cluster and newly formed clusters based on similarity/dissimilarity and
build the dendrogram. Assume that hundreds of thousands of data points are available
and the goal is to cluster them into a few numbers of clusters (k). Starting from one
cluster and splitting it until reaching k clusters is much more cost effective than starting
from hundreds of thousands of clusters and trying to reach k clusters. However, this idea
contrasts with one advantage of hierarchical clustering: no predefined parameter is needed.
Divisive algorithms need another algorithm for each splitting section, which can be a flat
clustering algorithm such as k-means. One significant benefit of divisive algorithms is that
they have a perspective on data distribution. This is a significant benefit for these branches
of clustering algorithms because in top-bottom approaches it is more likely to find strategies
for undoing wrong clustering decisions, which is not the case in HACs. Therefore, clustering
with side information is more applicable in divisive algorithms. Generally speaking, it is
computationally more difficult to find the best splits in divisive algorithms (2n possibilities)
than the best merge in agglomerative clustering (2-permutations of n). Thus, HAC is
much more widely used. The computational complexities of divisive algorithms have a
wide range, from linear (in approximate non-deterministic approaches) to quintic. If the
predefined number of clusters, k, is significantly smaller than the number of data points, n
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(k  n), the computational complexity of some divisive algorithms (O(n)) is significantly
smaller than the computational complexity of HAC (O(n3)). A detailed discussion of
divisive algorithms are available in [7, 58, 141, 176, 203]. For other well-known modified
versions of hierarchical algorithms, readers can refer to Chameleon [103], Self Organizing
Map (SOM) [108], and RObust Clustering using linKs (ROCK) [82].
A few major drawbacks of flat clustering algorithms do not apply to HC approaches.
Some advantages of this family of algorithms are that it is deterministic, has visual repre-
sentation, and is parameter-free. However, inability to undo each merging or dividing step,
plus undesirable high computational complexity are two main disadvantages of these algo-
rithms. The computationally costly nature of these algorithms makes them inconvenient
for large-scale problems. However, the advantages of hierarchical clustering algorithms
have convinced researchers to find solutions for these drawbacks, especially the scalability
problem. In order to reduce the complexity of hierarchical clustering, parallel computing,
hybrid algorithms, and new hierarchical algorithm setups have been proposed. Table 2.3
shows the most widely praised HAC with their important properties under the following
headings: Computational complexity, proven for the algorithm; Exact column, showing
whether the solution is approximate or exact; Cluster Shape, showing whether the ap-
plicability of the algorithm for various clustering shapes; Input parameter, showing how
many input parameter the algorithm needs; Handling high-dimensional data, showing the
applicability of the solution for high-dimensional data; and Full criteria coverage, showing
whether the algorithm can accept various merging criteria.
As can be seen in Table 2.3, only conventional approaches have the exact solution, which
work with arbitrary shapes, and without input parameters, and cover all merging criteria,
but they are the most-expensive algorithms. The development of new scalable variants of
HAC is still an active area of research. This research pursues approaches that make HAC
applicable to massive data without falling into the traps above. Next, an overview of big
data clustering is presented, and is related to the current research.
2.5 Binary Codes
The data type of observed compact codes can influence the clustering approach. This
research is concerned with a particular setting in which the input instances are represented
with binary strings. Binary representation has several advantages such as storage efficiency,
simplicity, no numerical-data-like concept of noise, and being naturally normalized.
One of the most-compact versions of data is binary representation. Such compactness


















Conventional O(n3) Yes Arbitrary No Yes Yes
SLINK [170] O(n2) Yes Arbitrary No Yes No
CLINK [156, 54] O(n2) Yes Arbitrary No Yes No
RNN [131] O(n2) Yes Arbitrary No Yes No
ROCK [82] O(kn2) No Arbitrary 1 No NA
Chameleon [103] O(n2) Yes Arbitrary 3 Yes NA
BIRCH [204] O(n) No Convex 2 No NA
CURE [81] O(n2 log(n)) No Arbitrary 2 Yes NA
Table 2.3: Major Properties of Various Agglomerative Clustering algorithms
{0, 1}d can drastically decrease memory and the computational costs of storing, calculating
distances, and thus reducing search times. The discrete nature of binary data type brings
some opportunities that can be used for speeding up the pairwise nearest neighbour process.
These advantages of binary code representation led us to select compact binary codes as
the input space.
A notable application of binary codes is in binary hashing [161], which has been the
topic of significant research in recent decade. The goal of binary hashing is to encode
high-dimensional items, such as images, with compact binary strings subject to preserving
a given notion of similarity. Such codes enable extremely fast nearest-neighbour searches,
as the distance between two codes (often the Hamming distance) can be computed quickly
using bit-wise operations implemented at the hardware level. As binary hashing is a patch
to the proposed approach, the idea is briefly described in Appendix B. In this thesis,
the proposed family of HAC algorithms, Discretized Agglomerative Clustering (DAC), is
designed to work with binary data. By leveraging the discretized and bounded nature of
binary representation, the proposed algorithms can achieve significant speedup, both in
theory and practice, over existing solutions.
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2.6 HAC in Hamming Space
Definition 4. Given a set of records X with n items, where each item in X is a vector
with the length of D, a function dis, which is responsible for finding the distance between
items, the clustering is to find a function, f , which gives a partition of X .
The definition 4, that is the RD clustering definition, is a general form of clustering
including binary space clustering (Definition 2).
If the clustering space is RD, the complexity of the computing distances between all
instances cannot be less than (O(n2D)), where n is the number of instances, and D is
the length of the vector x (or simply dimensions). The reason for D in computational
complexity is that no matter which distance measure is used, the distance between each
dimension of instances should be computed. Similar reasoning is also applicable to many
{0, 1}d distance/similarity measures, as a comparison between each dimension of instances
should be applied. However, it is interesting that some of the binary distances can be
computed without one-by-one dimension comparison. The most popular distance metric
in {0, 1}d with this property is Hamming distance. Although Hamming distance com-
putational complexity is also linear to the size of the binary string (i.e., binary code or
{0, 1}d dimensions), some techniques can make it faster. One the fastest computational
techniques for computing the Hamming distance is simple evaluation using a lookup table.
In this technique, the evaluation is done based on a pre-computed lookup table, which is
kept in memory. Other approaches such as split lookup tables and also HAMFAST [150]
(i.e., based on a bit count algorithm) have also been proposed to cope with longer binary
strings. Applying such techniques can eliminate the linear dependency of computational
complexity on the dimensions of binary string d.
Therefore, there is an approach for mapping a dataset from RD to {0, 1}d, and one can
take advantage of this decrement by using fast Hamming distance computation. However,
the computational costs and the quality of mapping should be considered. The mapping
time should not exceed the difference between RD and {0, 1}d distance evaluations times.
The quality of mapping depends on preserving the similarity. In this research, the complex-
ity of the distance finding step is decreased to O(n2) by using Hamming-distance-evaluation
approaches on the output of SimHash LSH (Appendix B). Using SimHash LSH, preserves
the similarity. There are several approaches available for binary hashing to not only com-
press the data but also to provide a binary version of instances where fast Hamming
distance computation becomes applicable. The result is used as a patch to the proposed
approach, will be discussed next.
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This study is mainly concerned with an efficient HAC for Hamming space. Given a
set of d-dimensional binary vectors B = {bi ∈ {0, 1}d}ni=1, which are compared in terms of
their Hamming distances, the goal is to devise an efficient HAC algorithm that embraces
all mentioned linkage criteria for binary data. Hamming distance is defined merely as the
number of positions at which the corresponding bits are different. Computing Hamming
distance is an extremely fast operation in modern CPUs. It is often implemented at the
hardware level and can be computed using a population count (popcnt) operator.
One of the computational bottlenecks of HAC is finding the nearest pair of objects in
each iteration. This is often done by using one of the usual implementations of priority
queues such as a heap. However, by leveraging the discrete nature of binary codes, the
nearest pair-search can be performed in a time that is not dependent on the number of
pairs. The main idea stems from the fact that for two d binary codes, there is only a
limited number of possible Hamming distances, from 0 to d. Therefore, one can partition
all pairwise distances between codes into d+ 1 lists, each representing one of the possible
Hamming distances. Then, starting from list 0, the closest pair can be easily retrieved by
accessing the first non-empty list with the smallest index. The main problem with this
approach is the updating procedure required after merging two clusters. The primary focus
in the rest of this section is on proposing an efficient updating procedure. The proposed
approach is called discretized agglomerative clustering as it is mainly designed for discrete
spaces such as Hamming space.
2.7 Big Data Clustering
Beyond the sheer amount of data, several non-deterministic clustering algorithms are NP-
hard problems, and many deterministic clustering algorithms are computationally expen-
sive. K-means, one of the oldest and most well-known clustering, is an NP-hard problem
even for small k’s. Also, HAC, as a well-known family of algorithms, suffers from high com-
putational complexity. There are approximate approaches for many well-known algorithms,
but scaling them up without losing clustering quality still remains a problem. K-means,
as an example, does not have an exact solution and is a non-convex optimization problem
that is solved by alternating optimization. There is no global minimum, and cluster means
are initially assigned. Then these means are used for finding better solutions, and this pro-
cess continues until some convergence criterion is satisfied. As can be seen, there should
be iterations for finding the local minimum. Even for this non-deterministic widely-used
approximate clustering algorithm, the solution has high computational complexity.
Therefore, several approaches have been proposed for scaling up conventional cluster-
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ing algorithms without much sacrifice of results’ quality. As scaling-up approaches depend
on the clustering algorithm, few common techniques are applicable for all clustering algo-
rithms. On the other hand, researchers reasonably seek to invest in clustering algorithms
that give better results on small datasets. Next, some approaches are briefly described
that are widely used for speeding up clustering algorithms to make them applicable for big
data.
One intuitive way of speeding up clustering algorithms is to distribute the computation
among several machines rather than using a single machine resource. One can scale up the
clustering algorithms by distributing the computation on multiple parallel machines. First,
the data is partitioned and then distributed over multiple machines, then every machine
performs clustering on its local data, and clustering results are transferred to a single
machine that combines the results to get a global clustering result. The global clustering
result can be transferred back to the local machines for improved local clustering. This
process can be done multiple times to achieve intended results.
Because the result of clustering is highly dependent on setup data, partitioning data
can change the final results of global clustering algorithms, which is a possible issue for this
family of algorithms. Furthermore, as this family of approaches for speeding up clustering
algorithms takes advantage of parallel machines, the cost of transferring data between
machines could be another issue.
Here, some well-known parallel algorithms are mentioned without digging into their
details.
• K-means with MapReduce MapReduce [53] is a programming framework for pro-
cessing large data in a parallel way. It can be utilized to parallelize and distribute
clustering algorithms. Parallel k-means [205] is a version of k-means and takes ad-
vantage of MapReduce. It shows the linear computational complexity and reasonable
speed up. The result of parallel k-means is the same as for conventional k-means,
although k-means itself is sensitive to initial setups.
• Parallel DBSCAN Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DB-
SCAN) [66] is famous for its power on arbitrary shapes, that is based on the density of
points. DBSCAN groups points are packed together, causesing intra-cluster density
to be noticeably higher than inter-cluster density. Parallel DBSCAN (or Density-
Based Distributed Clustering (DBDC)) [95] partitions data explicitly over machines,
unlike parallel k-means. One can notice another difference between these two; that
is, the local clustering machines in parallel k-means are remote-server disc-based,
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instead of following the memory-based approach in parallel DBSCAN. The exper-
imental results of DBDC show drastically increased clustering speed, although its
results quality is only of acceptance and approximate, which means that they are
inferior to the results of DBSCAN.
Other parallel and distributed algorithms have been proposed for scaling up clustering
algorithms for big data. Readers can get more information about these algorithms in [39,
44, 49, 51, 53, 59, 71, 99, 100, 123, 124, 148, 147] , as well as information on many other
interesting improvements and applications.
These approaches mostly concentrate on partitioning and parallelization and not on
increasing the efficiency of clustering algorithms themselves. Other approaches that modify
the setup of the clustering algorithm are briefly described next.
K-means is an example of a branch of algorithms that do iterations until the intended
quality (or convergence threshold) is achieved. Such iterations increase computational cost
and make this algorithm not applicable to big data. One optimization idea for this branch
of algorithms is to limit the number of iterations (passes). One pass algorithms pass over
the data only once. Three well-known representatives of this branch of algorithms are
CLARANS [66, 142] , CURE [81], and BIRCH [204].
Clustering Large Applications based on RANdomized Search (CLARANS) is an op-
timized version of k-medoids clustering, which was introduced as Partitioning Around
Medoids (PAM) in [104]. Medoids are similar to centroids or means, but they must be one
of the central data points, which means that a medoid in a cluster is a data point whose
average distance to other data points in that cluster is minimal. In PAM, at each iteration,
one should find new medoids in each cluster, which is a very computationally costly task.
The best alternative solution for PAM is CLARANS, which investigates a random sample
of neighbours of the current point at each iteration. Experiments show that this strategy
drastically increases the efficiency of the k-medoids algorithm.
The Clustering Using REpresentatives (CURE) algorithm is similar to HAC. CURE
can be categorized as representative algorithms in which one or more points represent each
cluster. Similar to other agglomerative clusterings, it treats all data points as a cluster
and recursively merges them. Conventional HAC algorithms end the process when there
is only one cluster, but in CURE, the clustering stops when the algorithm reaches the
predefined cluster numbers. The main difference between CURE and other representative
algorithms is that, in CURE, there are multiple representatives for one cluster, which are
“well-scattered data points”. This algorithm uses two data structures to perform its task:
a kd-tree to store cluster representatives, and a heap to store inter-cluster distances. This
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algorithm uses the following steps to decrease computational time: running the algorithm
on sampled data, partitioning the data, applying the algorithm on partitions, merging
the results of local clusterings into global clustering, and assigning non-sampled data to
resulting clusters of sample data according to their distance to cluster representatives.
The experimental results show that this algorithm performs clustering tasks faster than
BIRCH algorithm, with a computational complexity for n data points of O(n2 × log(n)).
Balanced Iterative Reducing and Clustering using Hierarchies (BIRCH) is another ap-
proach that speeds up the clustering process. This algorithm uses a data structure called
the Clustering Feature (CF), and a clustering feature tree. CF is a vector thst includes
statistical data about each cluster. It includes the zero-order, the first-order, and the third-
order moments of a cluster. By using the clustering feature of each cluster, the CF-tree (a
height-balanced tree) is built to hold the clustering structure. There is a threshold parame-
ter in BIRCH, which is the diameter upper-bound of each node. Thus, if this upper-bound
is set to zero, each leaf node would be a data point, which results in a very large CF-tree.
BIRCH algorithm, like CURE, has a global-clustering step that clusters all sub-clusters in
the leaf nodes. The main steps and optional steps of the BIRCH algorithm are as follows
1) Scanning data points and building a CF-tree (initially with a threshold of zero); 2)
Condensing the tree by building smaller CF-trees and inserting their leaf entries (Optional
Step); 3) Global clustering by clustering all sub-clusters; and 4) Clustering refinement by
reassigning data points to clusters according to the results of global clustering.
The experiments showed that BIRCH algorithm has a lower execution time than CLARANS
and a higher one than CURE. Moreover, similar to CURE, this algorithm is also robust to
noise and outliers.
All approaches mentioned above modify the conventional algorithms to increase the
speed of the algorithms, scale them up, and make them applicable to big data. It is worth
mentioning here that the other common characteristic of these approaches is that they are
non-exact algorithms, which means there is a trade-off between accuracy and speed.
One can categorize embedding and projection algorithms as approaches for scaling up
clustering algorithms, but researchers believe that these approaches belong to dimension-




HAC algorithms have some advantages compared to flat clustering algorithms. The former
build a dendrogram that helps in visualizing the data points and clusters. No predefined
parameter is needed for this family of algorithms, which is not the case in some famous
flat algorithms such as k-means. Also, HAC algorithms are deterministic, in contrast to
non-deterministic algorithms such as k-means, but at the cost of higher computational
complexity.
In addition to their higher computational complexity, HAC algorithms also lack an
optimizing strategy at each level, which is another weakness of this family. The result
is a branch of rigid algorithms in which wrong clustering assignment cannot be undone,
although some solutions for this drawback have been proposed. The main disadvantage
of HAC algorithms is their high computational cost. Therefore, some approaches have
been proposed for scaling them up by either parallelizing and distributing computation
or modifying their setup. However, the latter may reduce their accuracy or/and make
them parameter dependent. These algorithms have been used in several fields due to their
advantages, and so increasing their performance is an active area of research.
Although HAC has been applied on categorical data, less attention has been paid to
modifying their setup as the root cause of the problem and adapting them to categor-
ical data, as this research does. This thesis addresses the aforementioned research gap
specifically by exploiting the discrete nature of binary data. The goal is to decrease the
required number of pairwise nearest-neighbour searches in Hamming space, which is the




This chapter discusses the proposed approach (i.e., Discretized Agglomerative Clustering
(DAC)) by expanding the idea of HAC algorithms and defining the roadmap from HAC
to DAC-Bidirectional Arrays of Linked Lists (BALL).
As noted in Chapter 2, attempts so far to deal with the research gap in fast HAC algo-
rithms have resulted in approaches that are either imprecise (non-exact) or limited. This
proposal deals with speeding up the clustering of binary data. There is a research trend
toward speeding up the clustering algorithms for complex and large-scale data (i.e., enor-
mous numbers of instances and high dimensional data). Achieving lower bounds for any
clustering algorithm is itself a moral motivation. Also, binary codes, a form of categorical
data, have many advantages that can be utilized. Defining an algorithm that can decrease
the computational costs of clustering binary data has two advantages: it would allow the
clustering of binary datasets (unmapped) and would permit data to be transformed to a
new {0, 1}d where the memory and computational costs are lower, hopefully without losing
much accuracy.
3.1 Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering Algorithm
This chapter starts off by describing the original HAC [132], and then shows how the
algorithm is improved to obtain a faster technique for binary data. Given a set of points
P = {p1...pn} from a metric space, and a measure similarity dis(., .), Algorithm 1 shows
the detailed procedure for performing HAC. First, the similarity matrix C is computed
and then n − 1 merging steps are executed, each of which combines the two most-similar
clusters (or singletons).
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Array A lists the merged clusters. At each merging step, the most-similar clusters are
merged. Then, rows and columns related to these recently merged clusters are updated in
lines 13 and 14 by using the Sim(., .) function that computes the inter-distance between
two clusters. The first index, i, is considered as the index of the newly merged cluster.
Also, cluster m becomes obsolete and will not be considered in the next steps. Array I
also indicates the obsolete clusters. All members of the HAC family follow the paradigm
of Algorithm 1, but with different inter-cluster measures of similarity. Algorithm 1 is
summarized as four main steps:
1. Distance Computation Step (DCS): Lines 1 to 7 of Algorithm 1. At this step, the
algorithm computes the inter-instance distances and stores them.
2. Minimum Finding Step (MFS) or Pairwise Nearest Neighbor Search (line 10 of Al-
gorithm 1): Obviously, the algorithm merges two clusters that are the closest pairs.
MFS is responsible for finding these nearest neighbors which, is a common step in
all HAC algorithms.
3. Distance Updating Step (DUS): Lines 13 and 14 of Algorithm 1. After two clusters
are merged, the algorithm needs to update the distance between this newly merged
cluster to all other clusters. Computing updated distances is performed at this step.
4. Iterate through steps two and three until only one cluster remains.
This summarization is helpful as these common steps are going to be frequently referred
to in the following.
The computational complexity of DCS is O(n2), which is the inevitable part of exact
HACs as any HAC algorithm has to compute the entries of the distance matrix. That being
said, DCS is not the most expensive part of HAC. The total complexity of Algorithm 1
is O(n3), because of repeatedly scanning the similarity matrix in each iteration, searching
for the pairwise nearest neighbours in MFS and DUS.
In Algorithm 1, function Sim(., .) is responsible for capturing the linkage-criteria. The
most-popular measure linkage-criteria used in practice and the literature are (Chapter 2):
• single-linkage: the distance between two clusters is the distance between the nearest
points of these clusters:




2: for i← 1 to n do






9: for k ← 1 to n− 1 do
10: 〈i,m〉 ← argmin(i,m):i6=m,I[i]=1,I[m]=1C[i][m]
11: A.Append(〈i,m〉)
12: for l← 1 to n do
13: C[i][l]← Sim(i ∪m, l)






• complete-linkage: the distance between two clusters is the distance between their
farthest points:
Simcom(I, J) = max{dis(xi,xj)|∀xi ∈ I,∀xj ∈ J} (3.2)
• average-linkage: the distance between two clusters is the arithmetic average of all









It is easy to see that Sim(., .) is equal to dis(., .) for singletons in all of the linkage-
criteria; that is, Sim(pi,pj) = dis(pi,pj).
Next, a two-dimensional example is introduced, showing the roadmap from conventional
HAC to the proposed solution: DAC-BALL.
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3.1.1 HAC to DAC-BALL
Three main steps of HAC have been discussed in the previous sections. These steps are the
basis of all HAC. To make these steps clear and address issues within them, an example [3]
of HAC is brought in here. The example is in two-dimensional space (for demonstration
simplicity), and seven data points exist in this space. The distance representative in this
example is a 7 × 7 matrix. Each row and column of the matrix corresponds to a specific
data point.

0 − − − − − −
− 0 − − − − −
− − 0 − − − −
− − − 0 − − −
− − − − 0 − −
− − − − − 0 −
− − − − − − 0

(3.4)
Figure 3.1: An example of 7 points in 2-D space
DCS: In DCS (Figure 3.2), the algorithm computes inner distances and fills in the
matrix with computed distances in the proper row and column, so as an example, one can
start from the distance computation between p0 and p1 and fill in the appropriate elements
of the matrix (Figure 3.3).
Distance computation continues until all inter-instance distances become available. In
this example, with the matrix as distance representation, the final distance matrix is shown
in Figure 3.4.
The computational complexity of DCS is O(n2), which is the inevitable part of exact
HACs as any HAC algorithm has to compute the entries of the distance matrix. That being
said, DCS is not the most-expensive part of HAC. The total complexity is O(n3) because of
repeatedly scanning the similarity matrix in each iteration, searching for pairwise nearest
neighbours in MFS and DUS, which will be discuss in following sections:
MFS : MFS or pairwise nearest neighbor search is the second step of the algorithm in
Figure 3.5 and another major part of HAC. Finding the closest pairs is the responsibility




















Figure 3.2: DCS in Agglomerative Clustering Process

0 5 − − − − −
5 0 − − − − −
− − 0 − − − −
− − − 0 − − −
− − − − 0 − −
− − − − − 0 −
− − − − − − 0

(3.5)
Figure 3.3: Distance Computation between p0 and p1 as an example
In the example, MFS is searching for the minimum distance within the distance matrix
which is computed in the previous step of HAC (i.e., DCS). In order to find the minimum
distance within a distance matrix of size n × n, n2 elements needed to be checked (49
elements in this example) (Figure 3.4).
After the closest pairs are found (Figure 3.6), they will be merged, and now the first
cluster is formed. Then, the next step is to compute the distances between this newly
formed cluster and all other clusters, which is the responsibility of DUS.
DUS : This distance computation (updating distances) is called DUS. DUS is the third
step in HAC (Figure 3.2). After each cluster formation, distances between this newly
merged cluster and all other clusters need to be updated so that the next MFS can find
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
0 5 6 17 11 13 15
5 0 4 12 8 11 11
6 4 0 16 9 14 13
17 12 16 0 9 8 7
11 8 9 9 0 3 2
13 11 14 8 3 0 1
15 11 13 7 2 1 0

(3.6)



















Figure 3.5: MFS in Agglomerative Clustering Process
the updated minimum distance again.
In this example, p5 and p6 are found to be the closest pairs. At DUS, the distances
between the newly formed cluster, c1 (i.e., p5 ∪ p6), to all other instances (p0 to p4, see
Figure 3.6) are computed. Red coloured values are the ones that correspond to p5 and
p6 and need to be updated. The method that is selected for DUS defines the branches
of agglomerative clustering, such as single-linkage (Equation 3.1), complete-linkage (Equa-
tion 3.2), and average-linkage (Equation 3.3). After DUS, the control goes back to MFS in
order to find the next-closest pairs. The agglomerative algorithm performs MFS and DUS
for n iterations such that at each iteration two clusters are merged and form a new cluster
until there is only one cluster in the space. The result is a dendrogram in which at each
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
0 5 6 17 11 13 15
− 0 4 12 8 11 11
− − 0 16 9 14 13
− − − 0 9 8 7
− − − − 0 3 2
− − − − − 0 1
− − − − − − 0

(a) Distance Representation
(b) The Closest Pairs
Figure 3.6: MFS or Pairwise Nearest Neighbor Search Within Distance Matrix
level two clusters merged (see Figure 3.9).
In general, for HAC with n instances in D dimensional space, the computational com-
plexity of distance computation (i.e., DCS) is O(n2D). In order to find the closest pairs
within the distance matrix in this example, all elements of the matrix (21 elements) should
be checked at each iteration. Therefore, the computational complexity of MFS is O(n2).
Also, at each iteration, all distances should be updated. The total computational com-
plexity of DUS is O(n2). If n >> D, the bottleneck of HAC will be the pairwise nearest
neighbour search. That is the costliest part of this family of algorithms and injects the
computational complexity of O(n3) into the algorithm. A two-dimensional space is used
in this example for the sake of simplicity. However, most real-world problems are in high-
dimensional spaces, as discussed in Chapter 2. Therefore, in such cases, the dimensionality
of the data also becomes a significant issue that can not be neglected. Therefore, the
computational complexity of the problem becomes O(n3 + n2D).




















Figure 3.7: DUS in Agglomerative Clustering Process
HAC. However, as discussed in Chapter 2, most of the solutions are still costly, or not
exact, or parallelized, or do not cover the full linkage criteria.

0 5 6 17 11 13 15
− 0 4 12 8 11 11
− − 0 16 9 14 13
− − − 0 9 8 7
− − − − 0 3 2
− − − − − 0 1
− − − − − − 0

(3.7)
Figure 3.8: Distance Updating for the Newly Merged Cluster c1 = p5 ∪ p6
Now, assume that the problem is transferred from a D dimensional real space to a d
dimensional Hamming space by a binary hashing algorithm. The input space for HAC will
be a d dimensional Hamming space. One benefit of working in Hamming space is the pos-
sibility of performing distance computations by bit-wise operations at the hardware level.
This benefit can drastically increase the speed of distance computation in high dimensional
spaces and promote the computational complexity of O(n2) rather than O(n2D).
At a d dimensional Hamming space, the length of binary codes is d. Therefore, the
maximum Hamming distance between two points in this space will be d. Also, as the
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Figure 3.9: The Resulted Dendrogram
distance at each dimension of Hamming space is either 0 or 1, the distances in this space
are discrete. All being said, for a d dimensional Hamming space, the distances are discrete
and bounded :
{0} ∪ {1} ∪ {2}...{d} (3.8)
Applying HAC on a discretized bounded space is the foundation of the approach pro-
posed in this thesis, as this approach is going to take advantage of these two characteristics
to address the major issues of HAC that in previous sections. Therefore, this approach is
called Discretized Agglomerative Clustering (DAC).
By having discrete distances bounded between 0 and d, there is no constraint to store
distances in a matrix. It is possible to store them based on distance magnitude and
not according to the instances indices. The magnitudes are discrete so one can store
distances in d + 1 containers such as: d + 1 sets, d + 1 arrays, and d + 1 linked lists. By
having d + 1 disjoint containers, the effort to find the minimum distances (the pairwise
nearest neighbours) will be eliminated, which can make agglomerative clustering much
faster. However, it is also essential to know where each distance lies, as one needs to
update distances at the distance-updating step of HAC. So, in addition to d+ 1 containers
for storing distances, other containers are needed to store the address of each distance in
memory.
The doubly linked list is a proper container for storing discrete-bounded distances.
This linear data structure has the advantage of adding, removing, and updating each of its
nodes in constant time. Thus, an array (with a length of d+ 1) of linked lists can be used
for storing discrete distances bounded between 0 and d. In this case, all distances equal to
0 will be stored in the linked list connected to the 0th element of the array.
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Assume that the example is in discrete bounded space, and the distances are bounded
between 0 and 17 (see Equation 3.6 in Figure 3.4). Therefore, the array has 18 elements
indexed from 0 to 17. Each element of the array is the starting point of a linked list. For
instance, the linked list that is connected to the element with an index of 1 is a container
for storing distances equal to 1. As can be seen in Figure 3.10, the distance between p5
and p6, which equals 1, is stored in the corresponding node (in the linked list) connected
to the 1st element of the array.
This container (called the Array of Distances’ Linked Lists (ADLL)) is constructed for
storing distances during DCS. However, another container needed for DUS is also con-
structed to store the addresses of ADLL nodes. Figure 3.11 shows an example of the
connections between a node in ADLL and two corresponding nodes in Array of Addresses’
Linked Lists (AALL). A node in ADLL knows its related addresses in AALL, and a node
in AALL knows the address of its corresponding node in ADLL. The connection between
ADLL and AALL is in both directions, so this combination of containers is called Bidirec-
tional Arrays of Linked Lists (BALL). The discretized bounded nature of data provides the
possibility of proposing a new agglomerative algorithm (i.e., DAC). BALL is the data struc-
ture used with DAC. This combination of data structure and algorithm, called DAC-BALL
is discussed in the next section.
By using ADLL one can find the closest pairs without traversing the whole distance
container. MFS can be performed by checking only the first element of the ADLL (see
Figure 3.10). This change can drastically decrease the computational complexity of MFS
from O(n2) to O(d). DUS can be performed by removing all nodes in ADLL and AALL
related to the closest pairs and adding new nodes to ADLL and AALL after computing
new distances. The computational complexity of this step by DAC-BALL becomes O(n),
which is similar to the complexity of DUS in HAC.
3.2 Formalizing DAC-BALL
In this section, the idea of using the list of distances discussed above is formalized and the
required data structures and algorithms is described. An array of linked lists for storing
all pairwise distances is utilized in the proposed approach. The length of the array is d+1,
which the number of possible Hamming distances. Each entry of the array, such as i, points
to a linked list that stores a pair of indices, where each pair refers to two clusters with
distance i from each other. As mentioned, this array of linked lists is called the Array of
Distances’ Linked Lists (ADLL). Each entry of linked lists (called a node) includes indices
of the first and the second clusters (i, j) related to their calculated distance (dis(i, j)).
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(b) The Closest Pairs
Figure 3.10: The Distance between p5 and p6 Shown in Matrix and Arrays of Linked Lists
Now suppose the clustering algorithm is about to merge two points (or clusters), such
as i and j, which have the smallest pairwise distance. The problem is that after merging,
indices i and j become obsolete as these points do not exist anymore. One naive solution
would entail iterating through all nodes in ADLL and removing those that contain either
i or j as one of their entries, but this requires O(n2) time per merging, which is costly.
The idea proposed here is to have another array of length n, called Array of Addresses’
Linked Lists (AALL), where each entry, such as AALL[i], is again a linked list that saves
the addresses of all nodes in ADLL that have i as one of their indices. By using this new
array, when merging points i and j, the algorithm can simply iterate through the linked
list stored in AALL[i] and AALL[j] and find the nodes in ADLL that must be deleted.
































































































Figure 3.11: The Bidirectional Connection Between ADLL and AALL
the length of AALL[i] and AALL[j] is at most n. However, this gain comes at the cost of
storing an extra array.
The ath linked list of ADLL includes all pairs of data points whose distances are a.
Therefore, the lengths of the array depend on the maximum distance between two data
points, which for binary vectors, is the length of the codes, d. The number of nodes
in ADLL for each index of the array depends on the number of possible distances. For
example, for binary data, the number of possible distances between two data points is
limited to the length of binary codes. The length of the array in AALL is the number of
data points, n. The maximum length of a linked list in AALL is n. The ith linked list of
AALL includes all addresses of nodes in ADLL related to i. Thus, the address of every
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node in ADLL that stores pairwise distances between i and another cluster m is stored in
the ith and m linked lists of AALL.
To illustrate, assume the distance between i and j is disij, so, in the disijth linked list
of ADLL, there is a node, say NDij, that stores i and j. One node (NAi) in the ith linked
list of AALL has a pointer to NDij. Similarly, one node (NAj) in the jth linked of AALL
list has a pointer to NDij. Also, NDij has a pointer to each NAi and NAj.
Here, each ADLL node includes indices of the first and second clusters (i, j) related to
the pairwise distance (dis(i, j)), and the addresses of corresponding nodes in AALL. The
connection between the nodes in AALL and ADLL are shown in Figure 3.12. Although
both doubly or singly linked lists can be utilized, to take full advantage of linked lists and
to have the fastest possible way to add and remove nodes, doubly linked lists are used.
While proposing some similar and less-complicated data structures is possible if the
focus is on one of the linkage-criteria, the goal here is to propose a general approach that
captures all distances. However, such data structures can make the algorithm linkage-
specific. The proposed approach can be seen in Algorithm 2.
Let us first define the functions AmendNode and ClearNode used in Algorithm 2. Each
node in ADLL includes four entities: two indices which refer to two clusters, say i and j,
and two addresses (see Figure 3.12). Algorithm 2 starts by creating the node (NDij) in
ADLL (line 4). Using the address of this recently created node, two nodes are appended
to AALL: one in the ith linked list of AALL(NAi), and another in the jth linked list of
AALL (NAj), both having a pointer to NDij. Finally, the function AmendNode amends
the address entities in NDij by having the address of NAi and NAj.
The distance between i and j is disij. So in the disijth linked list of ADLL, there is a
node, say NDij, that stores i and j. One node (NAi) in the ith linked list of AALL has a
pointer to NDij. Similarly, one node (NAj) in the jth linked of AALL list has a pointer
to NDij. When one decides to remove NDij, NAi and NAj should also be removed.
ClearNode takes two cluster indices (i and j), and removes NDij, NAi, NAj.
In the following, all four simple steps in BALL are described:
1. DCS: Lines 1 to 10 of Algorithm 2. Here, similar to conventional HAC, the distances
between all pair of instances are computed. After each pairwise distance computation,
one node to ADLL and two corresponding nodes to AALL are added. Now the address
entities in the ADLL node are amended.
2. MFS: Line 13 of Algorithm 2. Here in BALL, one does not search all pairwise





2: for i← 1 to n do









12: for k ← 1 to n− 1 do
13: 〈i,m〉 ← argmax(i,m)ADLL
14: A.Append(〈i,m〉)
15: for l← 1 to n do
16: T [i][l]← Sim(i ∪m, l)
17: AALL[i].ClearNodes(i, l)
18: AALL[m].ClearNodes(m, l)










3. DUS: Lines 16 to 23 of Algorithm 2. The distance computation between a newly
merged cluster and all other clusters is similar to that in conventional HAC, but
the distance-updating step in the proposed approach is more complicated than that
in conventional HAC. As distances are stored based on their extent, it is essen-
tial to remove all obsolete distances from ADLL. Assume that cluster i ∪ m is the
newly merged cluster, and the distances between this cluster and cluster l should be
updated. In some HAC methods, namely single-linkage and complete-linkage, the
updated distance (dis(i∪m)l) is either disil or disml. Therefore, some nodes can be
reused. However, in most HAC methods, this is not the case. So, as it can be seen in
line 17 and 18 of Algorithm 2, after the distance computation between i∪m and l, all
nodes related to disil and disml are removed from AALL and ADLL. Then one node
is added to ADLL for dis(i∪m)l and two corresponding nodes are added to AALL.
4. Steps two and three are iterated through until only one cluster remains.
By comparing algorithms 1 and 2 one can notice that the distance computation (i.e.,
line 4 of both algorithms) is similar except for the fact that there is no matrix represen-
tation of distance in Algorithm 2. Instead, distances are represented as an array of linked
lists. Finding the closest pair in BALL is performed without searching, as the first node
in ADLL holds the nearest-neighbour pairs (line 11 of the Algorithm 2), helping eliminate
the need to traverse over all elements of the distance matrix to find the minimum distance,
which is the convention in HAC. Just as importantly, bidirectional addressing between
ADLL and AALL allows us to apply trimming, which is the process of removing obso-
lete information from a distance array (or any data structure used for storing distances).
Trimming enables progressively reducing the required storage as the algorithm goes higher
in the dendrogram. Trimming is applied to BALL by removing all nodes related to one
of the nodes corresponding to the closest pair at each step, as can be seen in line 18 of
Algorithm 2. In the conventional HAC, because the MFS is performed on the distance
matrix, trimming speeds up the whole clustering process. However, in BALL, trimming
reduces memory usage at each clustering iteration only.
It is possible to use unidirectional addressing, in which there would be no pointer from
ADLL to AALL. However, by applying bidirectional addressing instead of unidirectional
addressing, the worst case of accessing all related nodes for each instance will be O(n). Also,
each instance can be removed (i.e., trimming) by removing its distance node-representative
with the computational complexity of O(n).
What it is gained by choosing this approach is the removal of MFS. However, some
additional computational costs are injected by using additional procedures and data struc-








Figure 3.12: The Connection between linked lists
Adding a linked list at each iteration with updated distances costs n− (k + 1). The total
computation for these added costs is
n(3n− 1)− (3n(n+ 1))
2
(3.9)
Considering the distance computation (O(n2)), the total computational complexity of
BALL is O(n2)
In summary, by removing pairwise nearest neighbour searching from HAC, the pro-
posed discretized agglomerative clustering (DAC) achieves the computational complexity
of O(n2). Therefore, if the dataset is in RD, by transforming data to {0, 1}d using Ham-
ming distance and applying BALL, the order of complexity is decreased from O(n2D) (i.e.,
distance computation) +O(n3) (i.e., HAC) to O(n2).
3.3 Summary
In this chapter, the conventional HAC is discussed in detail. The flaws of this family of
algorithms are described using an example of applying HAC on a two-dimensional seven-
point dataset. The discretized bounded space is then introduced, and its potential for
improving the computational complexity of HAC is illustrated with the example. The
combination of the data structure and algorithm (i.e., Discretized Agglomerative Clustering
(DAC) and Bidirectional Arrays of Linked Lists (BALL)) are introduced, showing their
ability to decrease the computational complexity of HAC in discretized bounded space.
The proposed approach uses a different method for storing distances and amalgamates two
primary steps of HAC. DAC-BALL fills a gap in the research, being an exact clustering
algorithm with full coverage of linkage criteria that reaches the known lower-bound of




In this chapter, the experimental results of the proposed clustering algorithm and its cor-
responding data structure are presented, along with a comparison of the efficiency and
accuracy based on evaluation measures presented in Section 4.1. The efficiency and accu-
racy of the algorithm confirm its total performance. The efficiency is related to resources
that have been used to run a clustering algorithm such as running time and memory usage.
The accuracy of an algorithm is based on the quality of clustering results. In Section 4.2,
the environment where the current experiments were performed is briefly explained, and
in Section 4.3, the datasets involved in the experiments are described. In Section 4.4, some
implementation details are presented. Section 4.5 shows the results of experiments on the
datasets and related discussion.
4.1 Clustering Evaluation Measures
The quality of clustering algorithms can be measured by intra-cluster, inter-cluster, or both
similarity values. As can be deduced from these names, intra-cluster similarity refers to
the similarity of items within clusters, and inter-cluster similarity refers to the similarity
of records between different clusters. Except for quality measures of clustering, one should
evaluate the resources–the time and space (i.e., memory)–needed for performing cluster
analysis.
One can categorize evaluation measures for clustering into internal and external mea-
sures. As clustering is an exploratory data analysis task, there is no a priori knowledge
about the parameters of cluster analysis. Therefore, the clustering objective functions try
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to optimize the internal clustering evaluation measures with no information about items
except their feature values. In other words, the objective functions aim to minimize the
intra-cluster similarity and maximize the inter-cluster similarity values just by using input
features. This type of evaluation measure–which is based just on feature values–is called
internal evaluation. In Appendix C, some data similarity measures related to the current
research are described.
The capability of clustering algorithms varies even when they are tested on the same
datasets. The performance of clustering is divided into two scales [129]: 1- Compactness,
which shows how close the data points are within clusters, and 2- Separation, which shows
the separation between clusters. These scales are relevant when one talks about internal
evaluation measures (there are no labels for data points).
As mentioned, cluster evaluation includes two variations: internal and external mea-
sures. Internal measures give negative points to inter-cluster similarities and positive points
to intra-cluster similarities. One can find examples in which high scores for internal mea-
sures for cluster evaluation do not necessarily mean good clustering performance. In con-
trast, external clustering measures analyze the closeness of clustering to some references
(i.e., the gold standard). External clustering measures come into account when cluster-
ing is done, and an external audit is needed to check the performance of the clustering
approach when ground truth exists for data points.
No one can claim that one specific clustering algorithm is the absolute best clustering
method and fits every clustering problem. Likewise, no one can claim that there is an ex-
ternal clustering validity measure that is best for the comparison of clustering algorithms
and optimal for every problem. Yet, one can identify some properties which help external
measure selection for clustering validity: Metric Properties, Normalization (Range), Sam-
ple Size Dependency, and Coarsening and Refining Clusters Dependency. More discussion
about these properties is beyond the scope of this research but can be found in clustering
literature.
External evaluation measures are categorized into three classes (Appendix C). In this
research, the main focus is on the pair-counting class of external evaluation measures.
Rand Index (RI), Adjusted Rand Index (ARI), and purity are utilized, as they are the
most well-known and most-used measures for validating clustering algorithms. Here, these
evaluation measures are recalled and have been defined in Appendix C.
Having a set of clusters, C, including i cluster, and a set of classes, G, including j










Purity lies between [0, 1] when 0 shows no agreements between the gold standard clustering
results (i.e., G , or ground truth) and clustering results (i.e., C), and 1 shows complete
agreement between the results and gold standard results.
RI =
TP + TN
TP + FP + FN + TN
(4.2)
Rand Index (RI) lies in the nominal range of [0, 1] when 0 shows no agreements between
data labels (i.e., gold standard clustering results) and clustering results, and 1 shows com-
plete agreement between results and class labels. True Positive (TP) and True Negative
(TN) are correctly clustered elements, and False Positive (FP) and False Negative (FN)
























]− [∑i (ai2 )∑j (bj2 )]/(n2) (4.3)
The Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) is the corrected-for-chance version of the RI. Though
the RI may only yield a value between 0 and 1, ARI can produce negative values if the
index is less than the expected index. nij, ai, and bj are values from the contingency table
(Appendix C), and n is the number of data points.
Figure 4.1 shows the process of external cluster evaluation that is performed by using
the distance between gold standard results (assuming that this clustering results as a
”correct” one), i.e., G and the clustering results of a proposed algorithm, i.e., C. If a
proposed clustering algorithm is not deterministic (e.g., k-means results depend on the
starting point of clustering), one needs to find the distance (i.e., external measure) several
times and then calculate their average of them to find the average performance of the
proposed algorithm. The next step is to utilize the clustering algorithm on several datasets
and evaluate external measures on them. By using these distances, the mean and standard-
deviation of performance for this clustering algorithm can be extracted.
4.1.1 Algorithm’s Performance
The performance of a clustering algorithm is analyzed based on two criteria [10]: scalability
and sensitivity. The scalability tests of an algorithm show the effect of dimensionality,
the number of data-points, and the number of clusters on the clustering algorithm. The
































Figure 4.1: Clustering Evaluation Process
The memory usage shows the amount of memory the algorithm and data structure uses
to perform clustering tasks. This memory includes storing the data if needed, the distances
between data-points, and the data structures used, such as an array of linked-lists or the
number of nodes in all linked-lists.
The execution time is the total clock time that is used by each algorithm to process the
whole data. The process includes all tasks–from pre-processing of raw data to producing
final clustering results. The data transformation (mapping data from RD to {0, 1}d) is a
part of this process that is also considered in the algorithms running time. The execution
time is evaluated with different sizes of data, dimensions, and numbers of clusters. This
evaluation is performed on multiple synthetic and well-known datasets. The execution
time is analyzed on some combination of different dimensionalities and a varied number of
data-points.
The sensitivity of a clustering algorithm shows the effect of the necessary parameters
of the algorithm on clustering results. It analyzes the correlation between clustering input
parameters and clustering quality. The result of this analysis can give the best range
of input parameters for an algorithm, which depends on the nature of a dataset. One
advantage of HAC is that this family of algorithms is parameter-free. Thus, in the current
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research, a sensitivity analysis has not been performed.
After this description of the evaluation process and metrics for the proposed approach,
in the next section, the datasets used for performing the experiments are explained. How-
ever, before that, the methods and materials employed in the experiments are described.
4.2 Study Setup
In this section, the environment used in the experiments is described, including the pro-
gramming language and libraries, development tools, and hardware for testing. Although
datasets can be a subset of methods and materials, the dataset explanation are left for a
specific section.
The DAC algorithm was developed in C++ version 11 and compiled with the GCC
package that also includes some other GNU programming languages (i.e., C, Java, For-
tran, Objective C, and Ada 95). Several standard libraries come with this programming
language, including useful implementations such as container classes (e.g. list, queue, vec-
tor). Although these libraries can speed up the development process, they have not been
used in the proposed algorithm. Running time comparison is one of the primary evalua-
tion goals. Therefore, DAC and other algorithms are built subject to these experiments
from scratch. The implemented algorithm uses neither multi-threading nor parallelism,
although it is possible to do so, and is area for the future work.
One of the development tools used in the current research is the Eclipse IDE for C/C++
developers. Eclipse is an open-source full-feature Integrated Development Environment
(IDE). This IDE is supported by IBM and has other programming languages (such as
Java, PHP, Python, Perl) under its umbrella. Eclipse is a cross-platform IDE that can run
under Windows, Linux and Mac OS. Several features and utilities such as refactoring tools,
code formatting, syntax checking, EGit, task lists, source code navigation, and static code
analysis help the developer during the application-development process.
Also, GDB is utilized for code debugging. GDB (the GNU project debugger) is a
debugging tool which helps a developer to see what is going on inside the program while
it executes and what the program is doing when it crashes. Apart from C++, several
other languages such as Pascal, ADA, C, Objective C can use GDB as a debugger. It
is also worth mentioning that MATLAB has been used in some stages of the research to
double-check some intermediate or final clustering results.
Experiments were conducted on a single core of the CIUW2 computer server that is
hosted by the CST (coding and signal transmission) group. CIUW2 has 32 physical CPU
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cores–Intel XEON X7550 based running at 2.00 GHz–and equipped with 264 GB RAM.
The operating system on this machine is a 64-bit Scientific Linux.
4.3 Dataset Descriptions
DAC and the corresponding data structure (i.e., BALL) are evaluated by applying them to
various datasets. It is essential to validate the algorithm on a variety of datasets to make
sure the desired objectives such as efficiency are achieved without losing much quality of
clustering. Two broad types of datasets are used in the literature: synthetic and real-world
datasets.
Synthetic datasets have been used to evaluate performance objectives for the proposed
clustering algorithm. These datasets are generated with various degrees of dimensionality,
compactnesses, and separation. In this research, ten synthetic datasets are also generated.
In addition to the performance evaluation, these datasets are generated to check the chain-
ing and outlier effect on both RD and transformed {0, 1}d in some versions of HAC. The
specifications for these synthetic datasets are shown in Table 4.1.
Real-world datasets are gathered from the UC Irvine (UCI repository [5]), University
of Toronto (CIFAR dataset [110], IRISA (TEXMEX dataset [97]), and MNIST [116] (com-
bination of two NIST handwritten digits). The real-world datasets used in this research
are IRIS, Ecoli, Image Segmentation, CIFAR-10, TEXMEX, and MNIST. Table 4.1 shows
detailed specifications of these datasets.
All these datasets are used for evaluating DAC and testing its performance for various
sizes (number of data-points), dimensions of data (number of features). The first step of
clustering is pre-processing. All raw data must pass through this step to gain a precise and
organized format so as to to become coherent input for the clustering algorithm, which
guarantees the quality of results. Next, more details about this step on datasets are briefly
discussed.
4.3.1 Data Pre-processing
As mentioned, data pre-processing is a major task in delivering organized and precisely
formatted data as the input of the clustering algorithm (or any other data science appli-
cations). It improves the quality and consistency of clustering results. It is noted that
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10000 128 - No
MNIST Real 60000 784 10 No
Synthetic Real 10000 128 10 No
Table 4.1: Dataset Specifications
• Data Cleaning: All datasets used in this experiment were cleaned, and had no missing
value or outliers.
• Data Normalization: Normalization is applied to data to transform them into a range
between a specific range (e.g., between 0 and 1). All clustering algorithms used in
the experiments are based on pairwise distances. The distance between two pairs of
points is based on the distances of all dimensions (features). By normalization, the
possible bias of any specific dimension because of its higher magnitude is removed.
Thus, normalization is necessary in order to improve the quality of results in the
experiments. The min-max normalization technique was chosen for this research.
A linear transformation from original data to the selected range of output was per-
formed in this technique (e.g., setting the minimum value of a dimension to 0 and
the maximum value to 1). Given a data with the range Xmin to Xmax for one specific
feature (dimension), the new range Xnewmin to Xnewmax, and the old value X, the
range of the feature should be restricted between Xnewmin and Xnewmax. A new
value, X ′, for the feature is calculated by:
X ′ = Xnewmin +
(X −Xmin) (Xnewmax −Xnewmin)
Xmax −Xmin (4.4)
X and X ′ are the old and the new values for this specific dimension, respectively.
• Feature Selection or Feature Extraction: No feature selection or feature extraction
techniques for RD data were used, although for transforming data to {0, 1}d simhash
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LSH utilized, which can be considered a feature extraction or data compression tech-
nique.
The output of these three pre-processing steps was precise and organized data that can
serve as the input for clustering algorithms. These pre-processing tasks for all the datasets
and the clustering algorithms were performed on the pre-processed data one at a time
to assess the performance and the quality of algorithms. The experimental results are
discussed in the following sections.
4.4 Implementation Details
Multivariate Data Representation
Akin to many multivariate computational tasks, clustering deals with objects that have
multiple features (variables or attributes), which are represented as numerical values. Clus-
tering is applied to a representation of the multivariate numerical instances of the object.
This representation of data is either naturally numerical or mapped to a numerical space.
One way of representing data is storing the data in an n×d data matrix (where n is the num-
ber of data points, and d is the dimension of data). Whenever two points must be merged,
the distance must be calculated instantly. If the clustering approach is dissimilarity-based,
storing the distance matrix is more intuitive. This approach itself has two means of im-
plementation: one is having an n× n matrix, often a triangular matrix, whose top level is
pseudo-index-sorted distances. The bottom triangle is zero. One benefit of this triangular
matrix compared to a filled-square matrix is that ∀d(i, j) ∈ U : i < j, which has benefits
in clustering consistency (the upper triangular matrix is typically denoted with U). The
second is the possibility of converting the triangular matrix to a row matrix (i.e., 1 × n),
which is better than a triangular matrix memory-wise, but as always, there is a trade-off
between computational costs and memory costs. When using a triangular matrix to find
a point (which is the distance between two data-points or clusters), only their indices are
used, considering the assumption that i < j, and thus easily pass over all elements of the
matrix. The opposite direction is also easy if a distance is found(i.e., an element of the
distance matrix). Finding two corresponding data-points or clusters is straightforward, as
they are merely a row and a column of that element. However, in a row matrix, knowing
the element number, some computation is needed to find the related i and j (i.e., the
indices of corresponding data-points or clusters). Next shown is how an upper triangular
matrix to a row matrix is mapped. Although this method is not used in DAC, it is utilized
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This upper triangular matrix is equivalent to:
DistanceArray =
[
d12 d13 · · · dij · · · d(n−1)n
] ≡[
d1 d2 · · · dk · · · d(n−1)n
] (4.6)
The total number of non-zero elements in a triangular distance matrix is Σi = n×(n−1)/2,
and zero elements: n × (n + 1)/2. For a large n, this triangle can waste allocation space
(obviously for static allocation). Ideally, only non-zero elements are stored, and only
notionally, leaving out the zero (or computable) part. Only the formula is mentioned; its
derivation is skipped.
i = bn+ 1/2−
√
(n2 − n+ 1/4− 2× (k − 1))c (4.7)
j = k − (i− 1)× (n− i/2) + i (4.8)
k = j − (3× i)/2 + i× n− i2/2 (4.9)
For original space or conventional HAC in {0, 1}d, distance row matrix representation
is used in the experiments. By passing over each element of the distance array and finding
the minimum(s) and its index k, the indices of corresponding data-points or clusters i, j can
be computed. All the points (clusters) corresponding to i and j are found with equations
4.7, 4.8 and 4.9.
In the proposed approach for {0, 1}d, the distances are saved rather than the raw data.
However, neither type of matrices is saved. Instead, the representation of pairwise distances
is an array of linked-lists. The discrete nature of {0, 1}d introduces the opportunity of
having discrete and bounded distances. As an example, for any two data points with
the binary code length of d, the Hamming distance is discrete and between zero and d.
Therefore, the total number of possible Hamming distances is d. This total gives the
opportunity to store distances in an array (with the length of d) of linked-lists instead of
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distance matrices (or any corresponding geometrical representation). Each node in a linked-
list is a distance between two data-points, and the distance is the index of corresponding
elements of the array. For instance, all distances equal to dbi are stored in a linked-list
related to the dbi element of the array. Having this representation, the core of the proposed
approach has two benefits: 1) constant-time pairwise nearest-neighbour searching (finding
the closest pair of data-points or clusters), and 2) constant-time pairwise-distance removal.
These benefits will be discussed in more detail in subsequent sections.
Optimization by Trimming
One main step of HAC is the distance-updating step (DUS), performed by recalculating the
distance between the newly merged cluster and all other clusters or instances. Removing
some futile parts of a distance array (or any distance representative) is called trimming,
which has been utilized in the implementation of the current research. But if all inter-
instance distances are necessary for DUS equations such as 3.3, 3.1, and 3.2, there will
be no futile information. Interestingly, inter-cluster (not inter-instance) distances and the
number of instances in each cluster are all vital information for any HAC method.
Given a set of records in three clusters, A, B, and C, with na, nb, and nc items,
respectively, where A = {a1...ana} , B = {b1...bnb} and C = {c1...cnc}, a cluster D with
nd items, which is the cluster formed by merging A and B, and a function dis, which is
responsible for finding the distance between items, the distances between these clusters
are:
SimAC = min{dis(a, c)|∀a ∈ A,∀c ∈ C} ⇒
∀a ∈ A,∀c ∈ C, ∃aac ∈ A, cac ∈ C|dis(aac, cac) ≤ dis(a, c)
(4.10)
and
SimBC = min{dis(b, c)|∀b ∈ B, ∀c ∈ C} ⇒
∀b ∈ B, ∀c ∈ C, ∃bbc ∈ B, cbc ∈ C|dis(bbc, cbc) ≤ dis(b, c)
(4.11)
and after merging clusters A and B:
D = A ∪B = {a1...ana} ∪ {b1...bnb} = {a1...ana,b1...bnb}
SimDC = min{dis(d, c)|∀d ∈ D, ∀c ∈ C}
∀d ∈ D, ∀c ∈ C, ∃ddc ∈ D, cdc ∈ C|dis(ddc, cdc) ≤ dis(d, c)
(4.12)
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SimDC = min(SimAC , SimBC) (4.13)
The proof of Equation 4.13 is evident by contradiction considering that the two clusters
A and B, are disjoint sets and have no elements in common, and D is the union of these two
clusters. Therefore, for updating the distance of a newly merged cluster (i.e., here D) with
other clusters in single-linkage HAC, one merely needs to find the minimum distances be-
tween the particular cluster(i.e., C) and both A and B. Thus, the only information needed
to update the distance between any cluster C and the newly formed cluster A ∪ B is the
SimAC and SimBC . Therefore, all inter-instance or inter-cluster distances corresponding
to A and B, before merging, become obsolete. Interestingly, the same condition applies to
all other linkage criteria; however, due to space limitations, the proof for all members of
the HAC family cannot be specified here.
All in all, at each clustering iteration of HAC, all distances corresponding to one instance
(or cluster) become obsolete and can be removed. This potential introduces the possibility
of trimming.
Now that the applicability of trimming to HAC is clear, the effect of this technique on
computational complexity is investigated. Trimming technique removes just the unneces-
sary entries from the distance matrix (or any distance representative). For instance, each
time the minimum distance between two clusters is found, say i and m in the following
matrix, those clusters are put in one cluster (merged). Afterward, old distances of the
other cluster (i) are replaced with new ones that are computed by DUS. Since all distances
related to one of these clusters (e.g., m) are futile, they can be removed (i.e., by trimming).
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 (4.14)
The trimming process in conventional HAC resembles removing one row and one column
related to cluster m from the distance matrix. Therefore, in step k of the clustering process
with n data-points, n− k elements are removed from a distance matrix by trimming. The
total reduction of computational complexity for finding minimum distances would beO(n2).
However, doing this also injects the costly task of renewing the distance matrix. Here, the
worst cases of MFS for two cases are compared: first, vanilla Algorithm 1 in Equation 4.15,






















It can be seen in Equations 4.15 and 4.16 that trimming per se does not change the
asymptotic computational complexity. However, from the practical perspective, in large
size real-world dataset clustering, the trimming can significantly increase the clustering
speed. this improvement, which applies to all HACs and all data types, is utilized in the
current research. It is worth mentioning here that trimming also reduces the computation
for distance updating steps (lines 13 and 14 of Algorithm 1), but for the sake of simplicity,
it is indicated in Equation 4.16. Next, a more-general idea of updating distances using
DUS will be discussed.
Lance-Williams Formula for Cluster Proximity
Recall that each time two clusters are merged a new cluster is formed, so one needs to
update the distance between the newly obtained cluster and other clusters.
In each step of HAC, the nearest pair of objects (either clusters or singletons) are
found and merged together. Then, the distances between the newly obtained cluster and
all other objects are derived according to the selected linkage-criterion. Lance-Williams
update formula provides a compact update equation that embraces all discussed linkage-
criteria. Suppose i and m are clusters that are going to be merged, and l is another cluster
whose distance to the merged cluster should be updated. disim is the distance between
clusters i and m, so dis(i∪m)l would be the distance between clusters i ∪ m and l, which
can be calculated by the following formula:
dis(i∪m)l = αidisil + αmdisml + βdisim + γ|disil − disml| (4.17)
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where α, β and γ are parameters selected based on a desired linkage-criterion; for example,
by plugging in αi = 0.5, αm = 0.5, γ = −0.5, the update equation for single-linkage [147,
138] is derived. Table 4.2 shows the most well-know HAC methods, their Lance-Williams
update parameters, and the coordinate for cluster representatives. In some HAC methods
such as median, centroid, and Ward HAC, each cluster has a representative and DUS is
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merged cluster
Single-Linkage



















































β = − |l||i|+|m|+|l|
γ = 0
C = |i|Ci+|m|Cm|i|+|m|
Table 4.2: DUS Required Parameters Based on Lance-Williams Updating Formula
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Lance-Williams formula shows that for updating the distances between newly merged
clusters (i.e., here i ∪ m) and other clusters in any HAC method, one merely needs to
find the minimum distances between the particular cluster(i.e., l) to each of i and m.
Thus, the only information needed to update the distance between any cluster l and the
newly formed cluster i ∪ m is disil, disml and Lance-Williams parameters (αi, αm, β ,
and γ). All in all, at each clustering iteration of HAC, all distances corresponding to
one instance (or cluster) become obsolete and can be removed. This potential introduces
the possibility of trimming, which is merely removing the unnecessary entries from the
distance matrix (or any data structure used for storing distances). With trimming, the
computational costs of MFS and DUS can be decreased. However, it also injects the costly
task of renewing the distance matrix. Trimming per se does not change the asymptotic
computational complexity. However, from the practical perspective, in large size real-world
dataset clustering, the trimming can significantly increase the clustering speed.
4.5 Results
The various versions of HAC introduced in Chapter 3 (i.e., DAC) have been discussed and
evaluated experimentally to determine which achieves better results for the current research
objectives. DAC is compared to alongside conventional HAC algorithms through multiple
experiments on all the synthetic and six real-world datasets (Table 4.1). The goal of these
experiments is to evaluate the DAC algorithm for its 1) quality measures; 2) performance
measures (time and memory costs); and 3) binary code length. This section is divided
based on five experiments. In experiment 1, DAC and conventional HAC are compared
in {0, 1}d. Experiment 2 compares DAC and two well-known algorithms: K-means and
DBSCAN. Experiment 3 compares the results of DAC in {0, 1}d and conventional HAC in
RD. Experiment 4 compares the results of DAC in {0, 1}d for various input binary lengths.
Experiment 5 compared the results of the adapted DAC for RD with non-discretized and
discretized distances, where the discretized version includes three different discretization
ratios.
The setup for evaluating experimental results is shown in Figure 4.2. Evaluation Repe-
tition Number (ERN) is used for multiple runs of clustering algorithms. Additional terms
in the figure are clear. The results are assessed based on the evaluation metrics introduced
Section 4.1. Table 4.3 describes the abbreviations and acronyms used in the experimental-
results tables.
Some points are worth mentioning here. To make the following tables clearer, the
















































Figure 4.2: Setup of Experiment
best result is helpful, it is in bold. The mean values of the results are shown. As the
starting points can affect clustering results, multiple runs of clustering algorithms on shuf-
fled datasets have been performed, and the means of the results are calculated. Running
time is the summation of the normalization, dimensionality reduction, hashing, distance
computation, and clustering times.
4.5.1 Experiment 1
This section describes the comparison between DAC (discussed in Chapter 3) and conven-
tional HAC in {0, 1}d. DAC utilizes two arrays of linked-lists instead of a distance matrix
for storing calculated mutual distances between all data-points. By employing these com-
binatorial data structures, naturally sorted distances can be built, thus eliminating the
pairwise nearest-neighbour search that is the most costly part of HAC.
This experiment is conducted on all six datasets: CIFAR10, TEXMEX, MNIST, EColi,
IRIS, and Image segment, introduced in Table 4.1. After running the proposed and con-




One of the most well-known algorithms, and works based on
density. It defines clusters by finding high density regions which are
separated by low density regions.
Eps
The minimum distance between points as an input parameter
for DBSCAN algorithm. If the distance between two points is less than
or equal to Eps, these points are considered to be neighbors.
HamCon Improved conventional HAC in Hamming space
HamLL
Linked-Lists version of hierarchical agglomerative




ImSegment Image segmentation dataset (see Table 4.1)
K Number of clusters as an input parameter for K-means algorithm
MPts
Minimum number of points as an input parameter
for DBSCAN algorithm. This number of points needs to
be within the Eps; otherwise, a newly evaluated point
is ruled out momentarily and will be evaluated later
and perhaps considered to be noise.
Table 4.3: Abbreviations and Acronyms Used in Experimental Tables
of the algorithms are also evaluated by performance measures (Rand index, adjusted Rand
index, and purity) and running time, as discussed in 4.1 and 4.1.1. In Table 4.4, the value
of each performance measure is interpreted in order to gain a clear view of the quality of
the algorithms.
The following tables show the results of the performance comparison in experiment
Number 1 for various measures mentioned in Table 4.4 utilized and used to evaluate the
algorithms. Each value in this table represents the mean of 5 runs per algorithm on the
dataset. At each iteration, data is shuﬄed to remove any bias.
The running times in Table 4.3 show that, in all cases, DAC performs clustering faster
than the improved conventional HAC. Datasets of various sizes and dimensionalities have
been selected. This table demonstrates that a different number of records in a dataset can
drastically change the clustering time. The power of the proposed clustering approach is
revealed when the size of the dataset or its dimensionality grows. The clustering time for
large-size datasets is by orders of magnitude faster than the time of improved conventional
HAC. When the number of records in a dataset, n, grows, the distance computation part
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Measure Performance Indication High/Low
Purity
The higher the value of purity, the higher the
quality and effectiveness of the algorithm
+
RI
The higher the value of RI, the higher the
quality and effectiveness of the algorithm
+
ARI
The higher the value of ARI the higher the
quality and effectiveness of the algorithm
+
Time
The lower the value of time, the higher the
efficiency and the faster the algorithm
-
Table 4.4: Performance Indications
for any exact HAC (with the computational complexity of O(n2)) becomes costlier, but this
cost increment is inevitable. Finding the minimum distance between n(n− 1)/2 distances
for n times (starting from singleton clusters to one cluster) becomes the most costly part,
with the computational complexity of O(n3). This part has been removed by applying the
proposed algorithm, so the growth of the dataset has less effect on resources and running-
time.
Although in some cases, the performance results for DAC are slightly lower than those
for conventional HAC, the table also shows that, in most cases, DAC outputs better results,
and the small performance measure differences are negligible. The output clusters are also
compact and well-separated compared to these with conventional HAC in {0, 1}d. The
Adjusted Rand index, which is one of the most clarifying quality measures in the current
experiments, in all datasets except TEXMEX, shows better clustering quality for DAC.
This experiment concludes that DAC performes regarding the quality of clustering,
which shows clusters’ separation and compactness. The more-critical performance measure
is the efficiency of algorithms, which shows that DAC performs faster than conventional
algorithms. Therefore, DAC is superior in this study on binary datasets because of its
better performance measures including all efficiency and effectiveness measures.
The next experiment compares of DAC with two well-known clustering algorithms:
k-means and DBSCAN.
4.5.2 Experiment 2
This section presents the comparison between DAC (discussed in Chapter 3) and two well-






















































































































HAMCon HAMLL HAMCon HAMLL HAMCon HAMLL
time(microSec) 5.01E+11 4.93E+09 3.72E+09 1.07E+08 7.79E+11 7.30E+09
ARI 4.38 5.87 24.09 23.36 22.06 22.37
RI 81.85 81.82 83.03 82.07 84.74 85.57
Purity 21.96 23.14 43.92 43.06 36.62 38.12
HAMCon HAMLL HAMCon HAMLL HAMCon HAMLL
time(microSec) 2.36E+06 2.00E+06 9.78E+05 7.86E+05 1.28E+08 4.57E+07
ARI 42.43 55.72 56.06 56.06 38.29 40.79
RI 79.10 83.50 80.14 80.14 82.99 84.79








(e) HAC VS. DAC
Figure 4.3: Comparison Between the Improved Conventional HAC and DAC
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datasets are not initially binary, so these clustering algorithms have been applied on a
transformed binary version of datasets, and obviously, the lengths of the input binary code
for all the algorithms are the same.
Table 4.5 lists the parameters set up for each dataset and the two algorithms, k-means
and DBSCAN. K-means only needs one parameter which is k (i.e., the number of clusters
as input). DBSCAN has two input parameters: (i) the minimum number of points, and
(ii) the radius. Both algorithms perform clustering during one run only. However, finding
an optimum Eps can be tricky and may need multiple runs. These pre-clustering runs are
not considered for running time calculation, and only the mean of 5 final iterations is used.
Dataset-Related Input Parameters
Dataset Name MPts Eps K
Iris 4 0.25 3
Ecoli 4 0.4 5
Image Segmentation 4 0.5 7
CIFAR-10 4 0.65 10
TEXMEX-ANNSIFT10K 4 0.45 10
MNIST 4 0.25 10
Table 4.5: Dataset Specifications
Table 4.4 show the results of Experiment 2. These tables represent the evaluation of
the aforementioned performance measures, to find which algorithm performs better. Each
value in this table represents the mean of 5 runs per algorithm on the dataset. At each
iteration, data is shuﬄed to remove any bias. K-means algorithm has the best running
time for most datasets, which is theoretically provable. It can be seen in Chapters 2 and
3 that the computational complexity of k-means (O(tknd)) is lower than that of both
DBSCAN and the proposed approach (both O(n2d)). In some cases, DBSCAN algorithm
performs clustering faster than k-means. However, the performance measures of DBSCAN
are the lowest in all datasets, which make this algorithm erroneous in Hamming space.
The performance measures for the k-means algorithm are slightly better than those of
the proposed algorithm, and for running time, k-means outperforms DAC in large-scale
datasets. However, being deterministic and nonparametric are two major benefits of HAC
and subsequently the proposed approach.
The effect of hashing on clustering algorithms is not the goal of this thesis. However,
results of the other experiments (not discussed here) show that applying k-means on bi-
nary codes, with similar code lengths to those in this experiment, outperforms k-means in
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Euclidean space by drastically lower running time and less than one percent difference in
ARI.
The next experiment provides the results for DAC in {0, 1}d and conventional HAC in
RD.
4.5.3 Experiment 3
Experiment 3 compares results for DAC in {0, 1}d and conventional HAC in RD. It is
shown that one way to utilize the advantages of HAC without suffering too much from
its computational costs is by transferring data from RD to {0, 1}d and employing DAC on
binary codes.
Therefore, in this experiment, the conventional HAC in RD has been utilized and its
performance measures extracted (as summarized in Table 4.4). Then DAC is employed in
transferred {0, 1}d with different binary code lengths and the results evaluated. There is
no input parameter for conventional HAC in RD, but one can consider binary code length
as the input parameter for transferring data to binary codes as the patch to the proposed
approach for RD utilization. Thus, binary code lengths (in parenthesis) are shown beside
the approaches in the following tables.
Table 4.5 show the results of Experiment 3, representing the evaluation of performance
measures to find which algorithm performs better.
The values are the result of running algorithms on the mentioned dataset. The running
time of improved conventional HAC in RD is the summation of the Euclidean distance
computation times between all pair of points and HAC times. Recall that the Euclidean
distance between two points p,q is :
d(p,q) = d(q,p) =
√






The only difference between conventional HAC in RD and conventional HAC in {0, 1}d
is the elimination of this computation. In {0, 1}d, one can simply use a lookup-table
(corresponding to binary code length) and extract distances without any computation.
However, as noted, this research stepped forward and attacked the most costly part of






























































































































Kmeans DBScan HAMLL Kmeans DBScan HAMLL Kmeans DBScan HAMLL
time(microSec) 4.05E+06 1.59E+11 4.93E+09 7.71E+06 1.13E+10 1.07E+08 8.39E+08 1.20E+11 7.30E+09
ARI 5.89 0.00 5.87 24.2000 0.00 23.36 23.87 0.00 22.37
RI 82.73 9.97 81.82 84.8900 11.81 82.07 42.95 10.03 85.57
Purity 23.07 0.00 23.14 47.0500 0.00 43.06 86.11 0.00 38.12
Kmeans DBScan HAMLL Kmeans DBScan HAMLL Kmeans DBScan HAMLL
time(microSec) 1.23E+06 2.55E+05 2.00E+06 1.08E+06 3.02E+05 7.86E+05 1.16E+06 7.89E+05 4.57E+07
ARI 60.48 6.73 55.72 82.00 8.38 56.06 41.90 40.74 40.79
RI 84.87 63.64 83.50 82.36 55.47 80.14 84.78 85.35 84.79






(e) KMeans VS. DBScan VS. DAC
Figure 4.4: Comparison Between two Well-known Clustering Algorithms and DAC
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distance elimination, and second, removing pairwise nearest neighbor searching from the
distance matrix.
Running times in Table 4.5 show that the proposed algorithm is remarkably faster
than improved conventional HAC. Obviously, in many dimensionality-reduction or feature-
compression techniques (including LSH) some part of original data is considered as the loss
of the transformation. In most datasets, performance measures for improved conventional
HAC in RD are higher than that for DAC, in {0, 1}d which is the result of data loss (the
trade-off between accuracy and time).
An adjusted Rand index gives negative points to wrong clustering assignments, making
it different from RI. The maximum purity difference between compared approaches within
all datasets is around 12 percent, which is also the result of data loss in the hashing process.
This experiment demonstrates the expansion of DAC to RD. Experiment 3 shows that
by transferring data to {0, 1}d and applying DAC, one can have a reasonably accurate
algorithm for agglomerative clustering in RD. Most importantly, DAC performs clustering
significantly faster than HAC algorithms, even with the time it takes to transfer data
to {0, 1}d. The performance measure loss is the result of the binary hashing process and
depends on the nature of datasets. All being said, one can try reduced and shuﬄed versions
of datasets and perform conventional HAC or DAC on small datasets, and then, based on
performance measures, decide to stick with the conventional approach or DAC.
In this experiment, the effect of information loss on clustering results can be seen. In
the next section, different binary code lengths are utilized to demonstrate their effect on
clustering performance measures.
4.5.4 Experiment 4
This section compares the various lengths of binary codes for DAC that have been discussed
in Chapter 3.
This experiment is conducted on three large datasets where the original dimensions (be-
fore FC or DR) are high enough for long binary code target. The introductions in Table 4.1
clarifies why. The first step is transferring data to {0, 1}d by applying LSH with differ-
ent binary code lengths then running DAC on these transformed datasets. Performance
measures evaluate the results of the algorithms. The interpretation of each performance
measure can be found in Table 4.4, providing a clear view of the quality of the algorithms
and the effects of binary code length on the algorithm. Table 4.6 shows the results of per-


























































































































Real Binary Real Binary Real Binary
ImpEuc HAMLL(128) ImpEuc HAMLL(128) ImpEuc HAMLL(128)
time(microSec) 5.39E+11 4.93E+09 4.68E+09 1.07E+08 8.39E+11 7.30E+09
ARI 8.24 5.87 N.A. 23.36 12.70 22.37
RI 78.10 81.82 N.A. 82.07 72.30 85.57
Purity 24.40 23.14 N.A. 43.06 32.44 38.12
Real Binary Real Binary Real Binary
ImpEuc HAMLL(32) ImpEuc HAMLL(32) ImpEuc HAMLL(32)
time(microSec) 4.44E+06 2.00E+06 1.13E+06 7.86E+05 2.61E+08 4.57E+07
ARI 66.93 55.72 70.60 56.06 37.39 40.79
RI 85.88 83.50 86.79 80.14 86.43 84.79






(e) HAC in Euclidean Space VS. DAC
Figure 4.5: Comparison of Improved Conventional HAC in RD and DAC in {0, 1}d
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and used for evaluating of the algorithms. The values are the result of running algorithms
on the dataset. The running times in these three versions are close, so they are not be
mentioned here.
It can be seen in Table 4.4 that, in almost all cases, more-extended binary codes result
in better performance measures. The result of improved conventional HAC is brought in
to show that the dependency of the results on the length of binary codes is not limited to
DAC. Apparently, the longer the binary codes, the higher the percentage of original data
preserved. Although the running time is slightly different for each dataset-approach, as
shown in Table 4.3, there is a huge difference in running time between the two approaches
for a specific dataset. Therefore, if less than 0.1% difference in performance measure is not
an issue for the user, DAC is recommended due to its order-of-magnitude-smaller running
time, especially on large-scale datasets.
Next, applying the proposed approach to RD datasets, without transferring data into
{0, 1}d before clustering, is discussed.
4.5.5 Experiment 5
To this point, the clustering in {0, 1}d was conducted so that in some datasets (which
are not naturally binary) the result of binary hashing. Although LSH does not take up
a big portion of the whole running time, it is worth thinking about eliminating this step.
However, talking about the idea and the motivations is essential. The simplified calculation
of computational complexity for conventional HAC is the summation of two parts: first,
distance computation O(n2d), where n is the number of records and d is the dimension,
and second, clustering with computational complexity of O(n3) (refer to Chapter 3). Thus,
the total computational complexity is O(n3).
By transferring data to {0, 1}d with lower dimensions, and utilizing lookup-tables for
distance calculation, the computational complexity of the first step becomes O(n2). For
the second step, an algorithm was proposed to eliminate the minimum finding step within
the distance matrix that decreased its computational complexity to O(n2). The cost of
SimHash LSH is negligible compared to O(n2), making the total complexity O(n2).
Now, given a dataset with n number of records and D dimensions in RD, if one can
use DAC on calculated Euclidean distances, the total computational complexity would be
O(n2)+O(n2D) or O(n2D). In this case, if D << n, this computational complexity would
be far less than O(n3), which is the case for conventional HAC in RD.
Consider a distance space derived from a Euclidean space with n number of points and




























































HAMCon HAMLL HAMCon HAMLL HAMCon HAMLL
ARI 2.82 2.70 20.16 16.51 13.09 12.78
RI 81.12 81.53 82.52 82.03 82.93 83.43
Purity 18.52 17.82 43.50 37.20 32.36 32.12
ARI 4.46 3.99 21.08 17.88 13.03 21.59
RI 80.69 82.05 80.82 82.47 82.50 84.85
Purity 21.78 20.46 37.72 38.84 30.46 35.94
ARI 4.38 5.87 24.09 23.36 22.06 22.37
RI 81.85 81.82 83.03 82.07 84.74 85.57













(d) HAC in Euclidean Space VS. DAC
Figure 4.6: Comparison of Various Binary Lengths in DAC
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between R≥0 and N is the continuous region (R≥0 − N) that prevents applying DAC in
Euclidean space problems:
R≥0 = {0} ∪ (0, 1) ∪ {1} ∪ (1,∞) (4.19)
N = {0} ∪ {1} ∪ {2}... (4.20)
R≥0 − N = (0, 1) ∪ (1, 2) ∪ (2, 3)... (4.21)
The goal here is to divide each continuous region (from R≥0−N) into k bins. k is called
the Discretization Ratio (DIR). There are several possibilities for making these bins, but
it is preferable to multiply each continuous region by k and then apply the nearest integer
function on this multiplication result. The nearest integer function for any real number x
is denoted by bxe. This approach makes DAC applicable to these integer distances.
This part shows the comparison between the various DIRs for DAC that have been
discussed in Chapter 3. This experiment was conducted on the five datasets introduced in
Table 4.1. Performance measures evaluated the results of the algorithms. The interpreta-
tion of each performance measure found in Table 4.4 provide a clear view of the quality
of the algorithms and effect of DIR on the algorithm. Table 4.7 shows the results of a
performance comparison in Experiment 5 for the various measures mentioned in Table 4.4
and utilized for evaluating of the algorithms.
This comparison is between conventional HAC on continuous distance space and DAC
on discretized distance space with three different DIRs (k =10, 100, and 1000). For all
datasets, the maximum ARI can be achieved by a discretization approach and DAC. Also,
for almost all cases, the highest purities and RIs are within this range of discretization.
The combination of this experiment and Experiment 3 shows that a discretization ap-
proach without hashing can be considered as an alternative, especially when both running
time and performance measures are significant concerns to the user.
4.5.6 Discussion
Several experiments have been conducted to evaluate the proposed algorithm that incorpo-
rates a new version of storing distances between binary data, such that sorted distances are
accessible, and random access to instances is also available. The discrete nature of binary
data is utilize to combine array and linked-list data structures as DAC. It is demonstrated
that the proposed algorithm performs well in many cases. Here, the relevant answers for






















































































CIFAR10 MNIST ECOLI IRIS ImSegment
Real Real Real Real Real
Euclidean Euclidean Euclidean Euclidean Euclidean
Continuous 8.24 12.70 66.93 70.60 44.40
10 8.11 21.06 37.92 68.28 29.42
100 9.53 14.97 72.98 39.98 41.91
1000 5.28 20.1 66.93 70.6 44.9
Continuous 78.10 72.30 85.88 86.79 84.78
10 77.54 82.27 74.25 85.68 68.96
100 79.37 76.66 88.40 72.32 79.62
1000 77.37 79.42 85.87 86.79 79.82
Continuous 24.40 32.44 75.60 88.00 56.09
10 24.30 40.60 63.99 86.67 43.48
100 28.50 34.6 77.98 67.33 55.53











(d) DAC With Different Discretization Ratio
Figure 4.7: Comparison of Various Discretization Ratios in DAC for RD
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RQ1: Given a compact discrete version of the data or its inter-instant distances, is it
possible to develop a data structure and algorithm in a way that minimizes the pairwise
nearest neighbour searches of hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithm?
Yes, a data structure and algorithm named DAC has been implemented that includes
two arrays of linked lists, ADLL and AALL. From the theoretical perspective, DAC al-
gorithms can reduce the computational cost of hierarchical agglomerative clustering from
cubic to quadratic, matching the known lower bounds of HAC. The empirical results also
indicate that DAC can achieve several orders of magnitude speed without losing clustering
quality.
RQ2: If there is a data structure and algorithm, is there any specification for the type
of data?
To implement the proposed algorithm, the discrete nature of binary codes has been
utilized. The proposed data structure and algorithm DAC-BALL are applicable to any
discrete code with a bounded length. In the case of binary codes, the best code length (for
applying DAC-BALL) equals the processor’s datapath widths, integer size, and memory
address widths. As an example, in order to compute Hamming distances on a 64-bit
processor (bit-wise computation at hardware level), the best length of binary code would
be 64 bits.
RQ3: Does the space complexity of HAC not increase prohibitively with such a data
structure?
The space complexity of the proposed algorithm (DAC) and its corresponding data
structure (BALL) is O(n2), which is equal (with higher constants) to conventional HAC.
Both algorithms need to store the distances in memory, an inevitable part of exact agglom-
erative clustering algorithms.
The performance of DAC was measured regarding efficiency and effectiveness measures
(briefly performance measures). Table 4.6 summarizes the experimental results.
Next (Table 4.7), the clustering features fulfilled by DAC are briefly pointed out to
clarify DAC’s current potency and potential future improvements. A plus sign (+) means
that the specific feature is fulfilled, and a minus sign (−) shows that the algorithm is weak.
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Experiment Summary of Experiment Results
No. 1
The proposed algorithm is remarkably faster than improved
conventional HAC, without loss of clustering quality measures.
No. 2
The performance measures of DAC are at least
second best compared to k-means and DBSCAN. K-means’ running time is
also best. DAC is deterministic and parameter-free in contrast to
DBSCAN and k-means
No. 3
The SimHash LSH adds information loss to the problem.
Thus, the quality of DAC in {0, 1}d is lower than HACs in
RD; however, with a remarkably lower running time
No. 4 The longer the binary codes, the higher the performance measures.
No. 5
Discretization approach combined with DAC can be considered as
an alternative when both running time and performance measures
are major concerns.














(Limited to Finite Discrete Spaces)
+
Handling High Dimensionality + -









Table 4.7: Features Captured by DAC vs Conventional HAC
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4.6 Summary
In this chapter, the experimental results for DAC and its corresponding data structure
(BALL) in {0, 1}d have been presented. Also, the efficiency and accuracy of the proposed
algorithm and conventional HAC are compared based on evaluation measures that were
presented in Section 4.1. The efficiency and accuracy of the algorithm confirm its total
performance. The efficiency is related to the resources used to run a clustering algorithm,
such as running time. The accuracy of the algorithm is based on the quality of clustering
results. Section 4.3, has described the datasets that are involved in the experiments.
Section 4.5 shows the results of five experiments on the datasets, evaluated on six real-
world datasets and ten synthetic datasets. The evaluation results on the real-world datasets
are also presented. Efficiency and accuracy measures have assessed the results of the
experiments. From the theoretical perspective, DAC algorithm reduces the computational
complexity of exact agglomerative clustering from cubic to quadratic. Just as importantly,
the empirical evaluations, according to the metrics (measures) used, on real-world large-




Conclusion and Future Work
The main research contributions and limitations are reviewed in this chapter, followed by
a discussion on potential future research directions.
This thesis has proposed a new version of Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering (HAC)
have been proposed that combines arrays and linked-lists in Hamming space: Discretized
Agglomerative Clustering (DAC). The algorithm achieves the theoretical lower bound for
an agglomerative clustering family of algorithms by taking advantage of the discrete nature
of binary data.
The proposed algorithm has been evaluated experimentally by comparing it with con-
ventional HAC and also with well-known algorithms such as K-means or DBSCAN. Then
all these algorithms have been validated on various real-world and synthetic datasets. The
accuracy and efficiency metrics such as purity, Rand index, and running time were the pri-
mary concentration of the experimental-evaluation process. The accuracy metrics used in
this study (i.e. purity, Rand index, and adjusted Rand index) were selected from external
evaluation measures that take advantage of having ground truth. In the absence of ground
truth, using internal evaluation measures that show the compactness or separateness of
clusters (refer to Appendix C) is also applicable. As mentioned in Chapter 4, HAC algo-
rithms are not parameter sensitive, and so the evaluation has focused on cluster shapes,
memory usage, and running time.
The experimental analysis shows that DAC-BALL improves the computational cost
and efficiency of the conventional HAC algorithms without losing much accuracy in the
(clustering) results. It has also been shown that by transferring data from RD to {0, 1}d,
DAC becomes much more efficient than HAC, in RD, without losing much accuracy. This
algorithm removes the pairwise nearest neighbor search step (MFS) in HAC algorithms by
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merging this step into the DCS. To the best of the reseachers’ knowledge, no other exact
agglomerative clustering algorithm both covers all members of the HAC family and has the
worst-case computational complexity of quadratic. Using DAC is applicable to many other
categorical data clustering applications where the distances are discrete and bounded.
In summary, the proposed algorithm clusters binary data based on pairwise distances
by exploiting the discrete and bounded nature of distances. It removes the need for a
pairwise nearest neighbour search by storing distances in a sorted consistent manner. It
deletes distances corresponding to a specific cluster in constant time, which makes the
algorithm applicable to all members of the HAC family. This algorithm can be utilized
not only on categorical data but also in RD space by mapping it to {0, 1}d. Accordingly,
it is concluded that DAC, which uses a hybrid data structure (i.e., BALL), is a scalable
exact clustering approach for many applications.
5.1 Research Contributions
This thesis contributes to the field of clustering as a part of data mining by proposing the
DAC and its various useful characteristics:
• Discrete distances are adapted to enable HAC to perform the following:
– It merges clusters (points) considering closest pairs without a pairwise nearest
neighbour search.
– It updates all corresponding distances while merging two clusters without vio-
lating the consistency of stored sorted distances.
– It enables random access to the distance between two clusters.
• A combination of data structures is introduced that performs the following:
– It enables DAC to execute exact HAC on binary data with the lowest compu-
tational complexity that the researchers are aware of.
– It enables DAC to perform exact HAC on any bounded discrete space at the
lowest computational cost.
– Transferring RD to {0, 1}d enables efficient approximate HAC in RD with small
accuracy loss, and is drastically faster than conventional HAC.
– It creates the possibility of approximate HAC in RD by discretizing the space
such that distances are finite integers. This approach needs no transformation
to {0, 1}d.
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5.2 Threats to Validity
It is possible to identify limitations of the DAC algorithm by focusing on certain clustering
features of the DAC algorithm not yet achieved. These features can be extracted from
optimal algorithms. The features can also be identified through a literature review of
clustering algorithms or even a wider range of data mining algorithms. These features can
also be called requirements. DAC was evaluated in Chapter 4 based on criteria presented
as accuracy and efficiency metrics. Here, those metrics are represented in Table 5.1 as
features of the clustering algorithm. If DAC gains a feature, + is used and − vice-versa.
It is worth mentioning that one should distinguish between the inherited aspects of
DAC and specific characteristics of DAC. If the conventional HAC is considered as a base
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Table 5.1: Features Captured by DAC vs Conventional HAC
As shown in Table 5.1, three features in DAC are satisfied, but limitations remain. For
instance, DAC performs exact clustering only on discrete finite spaces, and its execution
in RD is approximate, although evaluation experiments have shown satisfactory results.
The same reasoning is applicable for “Handling Various Similarity Measures”. If DAC is
executed on {0, 1}d, it is evident that one is limited to using {0, 1}d similarity measures.
This mapping of RD data to {0, 1}d is considered to be feature extraction, and thus it
needs the number of desired output features as the input parameter. The need for this
parameter is another limitation of DAC in RD problems.
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One apparent disadvantage of HAC is its high computational complexity, and even
though the computational complexity cost has been decreased by the proposed approach
to close to its lower bounds (i.e. O(n2)), it is still costly compared to some clustering
algorithms such as k-means. However, DAC is exact, deterministic and parameter-free in
contrast to k-means.
Another limitation of DAC as a subclass of HAC is that the clustering cannot be
undone. Thus, when one point is assigned to a cluster, the assignment cannot be removed
or changed. This limitation does not exist in some other well-known clustering algorithms
such as k-means (when the centroid of a cluster is changed, some data-point assignments
will also be changed).
The HAC family of algorithms is not an attractive approach for clustering data streams
because of high computational costs. Also, not all members of this family can be adapted
to data streams because of their nature. DAC has this inherited limitation, although
single-linkage of DAC, for instance, can be utilized for clustering data streams (limited to
discrete finite space). Another most-common form of data is time-series data which have
several applications. Similar to data stream applications, the costly nature of HAC argues
against its use in time-series application. This issue can also be considered an inherited
limitation in the proposed algorithm.
5.3 Future Work
The proposed clustering process is a general approach with remarkable extensibility. There
are numerous ways to enhance this research according to those discussed in Section 5.2.
Several potential directions for future work are:
• To apply the algorithm on various datasets with different types of attributes. As
mentioned in Table 5.1, the proposed approach is designed for finite discrete spaces.
In this thesis, the algorithm has been applied on some datasets with real and in-
teger types of data. One possible future research direction would be to adapt this
algorithm to other spaces. To this end, one may need to design a new combinatorial
data structure and define a discretizing technique or apply different approaches for
mapping to Hamming space.
• To construct an approach for finding optimal input parameters of the mapping (that
is a patch to the proposed algorithm) data from RD to {0, 1}d. This approach could
increase the accuracy of clustering in RD with DAC while minimizing accuracy loss.
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• To incorporate other types of data inputs. In DAC, the main focus in this research
was on batch clustering (clustering data that is already available). Stream data and
time-series solutions have not been investigated. Although the nature of HAC is
computationally expensive, the advantages of this family of algorithms make such
a research direction worth investigating. For this particular purpose, the algorithm
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Dimensionality Reduction and Feature Compression
Assume that a penny dropped somewhere on a straight line that is 100 yards long. The
penny would not be too hard to find. Just by walking along the line. It would take two
minutes.
Now say there is a square 100 yards on each side. Finding a penny dropped somewhere
on it would be very hard, like searching across two football fields stuck together. It could
take days.
Now consider searching a cube 100 yards across. That would be like searching a 30-story
building the size of a football stadium.
The difficulty of searching through space gets a lot harder as more dimensions are
added. The fact may not be intuitively obvious when it is just stated in mathematical
formulas since they all have the same width. That is the “curse of dimensionality” named
so because the term is unintuitive, useful, and yet simple.
Imagine the data that the world uses each day. Images, sounds, documents, videos are
just a few examples of this data. These data types are only a hint of a more significant
challenge. All these forms of data need to be analyzed and processed in order to be man-
aged. These data types come in different dimensions, but high-dimensionality is common
in all of them. Processing or analyzing high-dimensional data is not easy. Therefore, some
techniques have been proposed to reduce the dimensionality of data. These dimensionality
reduction techniques play a crucial role in almost all data science fields. Representing
high-dimensional data by its low-dimensional version is the goal of these methods because
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the low-dimensional version of data can be used for among other things, better under-
standing (normally in feature selection techniques) or helping resource usage in analyzing
and processing the data.
Here, the main benefits of dimensionality reduction and feature compression are listed:
• Obviously, storing high-dimensional data needs more resources. Therefore, dimen-
sionality reduction, which is a form of data compression, can effectively help reduce
storage costs.
• It is not only storage costs that increase with higher dimensional data, but also
the resources necessary for processing this data. One simple example is that when
processing memory cannot handle the large size data, the processor needs to go back
and forth to external storages, which affects both time and system resources. Thus,
having lower-dimensional data can help reduce resource usage cost.
• Besides, the example about finding a coin (model) in a cubic 100-yard space, which
also shows the drawback of higher dimensions with sparse feature space, one can think
of a non-sparse feature space example. Assume that there is a feature space where
one feature is the length of an iron bar. Other features are the temperature of the
environment in Celsius (the second feature), in Fahrenheit (the third feature), and in
Kelvin (the fourth feature). Having a highly correlated, or redundant features does
not help pattern recognition, which in this example is a simple linear function between
temperature and length of the bar no matter which temperature unit is selected. If
there exist sufficient resources to derive a model for this overly-complicated feature
space, interpreting the result of this numerically unstable model becomes difficult.
• Consider the iron bar example again, but with only three features. The first two are
the same: the bar’s length and the test bench temperature in Celsius. The third
feature is the temperature outside the lab, which is constant during the experiment.
Therefore, the feature space is three-dimensional. If one wants to visualize this
space, the result is hard to interpret in three dimensions, but by removing the third
feature data visualization of the two-dimensional space becomes easy. Also, having
an uncorrelated feature does not help pattern recognition between features.
• Some methods for dealing with noise and outliers are done in a pre-processing step
before the dimensionality reduction stage. However, some other techniques can merge
dimensionality reduction with noise and outliers’ removal. In these techniques, the
noise handling is more robust, which makes dimensionality reduction a useful tool
for dealing with noise removal tasks.
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All being said, dimensionality reduction helps all data mining tasks, visualization, and
compression of high-dimensional data. As dimensionality reduction can be considered an
old problem, several approaches have been proposed for it: from traditional linear ap-
proaches that can handle simple close-to-linear data to nonlinear dimensionality reduction
techniques that can handle complex non-linear data. The problem and proposed solutions
are so vast that several books have been published about them. Therefore, digging into
the details of all techniques is beyond the scope of this thesis, but the concept behind some
techniques are described to clarify the proposed approach (i.e., DAC).
Dimensionality Reduction
Dimensionality Reduction (DR) plays an important role in data science. In order to ob-
tain the required accuracy, the sample size grows exponentially by the number of variables
(features or dimensions), which is termed the curse of dimensionality by Bellman [19]. For-
tunately, there are cures for this curse, some of which are named dimensionality reduction.
Commonness of High Dimensional Data
In the modern Information world, many objects have digital representation. Images,
speech, videos, documents, handwritten texts and signatures, and even human emotions
have their electronically stored versions. Not only is storing these enormous amounts of
data but processing them is also crucial to extract knowledge and sometimes come to a
decision from them. Extracting knowledge could be done by a natural language processing
feature on an automatic answering machine, and decision making could involve opening
a security door through fingerprint scanning. In many cases, either local computational
resources are limited, or the computational costs are not feasible for using powerful ma-
chines to process large data. Although both colossal numbers of data instances and the
dimension of each instance can result in drastically huge data, the latter has worse im-
pacts. Therefore, reducing the dimensions of the data without losing much information
becomes crucial. Here, some examples of high dimensional data are brought to show the
commonness of this issue.
Lane keep assistant systems are used in many recent cars. Assume that this system
uses 256×256 RGB images. Each side of a car has a camera that captures an image,
say, every 0.5 seconds (which is far less than real-world cars do). Thus, the lane keep
assistant alone takes four pictures every second each three 65,536 dimensional vectors. If
dimensionality reduction is not applied to this enormous amount of data, processing would
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need a very sturdy system. Collision prediction, pedestrian action recognition, and
cross traffic assist systems need at least two wide cameras to monitor activity in the
road ahead and provide preventative assistance to the driver when it is needed most.
Document search or machine learning on documents is based on the content of a
document, that is, the words which are its meaningful elements. If a document includes n
words, it can be represented as a vector with n dimensions. If each page of a document in-
cludes 200 words, on average, a short version of a paper is represented by a 1200-dimension
vector and a 200-page book is represented by a vector with 40,000 dimensions. Thus, for
large documents, dimensionality reduction is an essential task for any search or machine
learning algorithm.
Face recognition is currently used in some applications or even some smartphones
for security reasons. Assume that the resolution of a face picture is 256×256. The system
should process a vector with 65,536 dimensions. Storing and processing just a single
picture on a smartphone is feasible, but in many systems, this dimension is a threat to
the processing time. Therefore, in this case, also dimensionality reduction is inevitable.
These are just a few examples of the commonness of high-dimensional data and the reason
behind dimensionality reduction. There follows the definition of the dimension of data and
the types of dimensions that exist.
Given a set of records X = {xi}ni=1 in an original space So with D dimension (RD),
assume that one can have a d dimensional manifold Mt that is embedded in So. The ex-
trinsic dimension of data would be D and the intrinsic dimension of data is d. Therefore,
if there exists such a manifold, the dimensionality reduction of data is achievable. Thus,
one can define the dimensionality reduction of data by deriving manifold parameters for
finding the intrinsic dimension of each data point.
Finding the intrinsic dimension of a dataset is important in dimensionality reduction,
but this estimation is not straightforward as multiple manifolds may be embedded in the
original space, and those manifolds can obviously have different dimensions. Simplest man-
ifolds are hyperplanes or linear manifolds. One major positive characteristic of this type
of manifold is that the similarity between data points in the original space is preserved
after the data is transferred onto the manifold. Besides, transferring back from a target
space (i.e., manifold) to the original space is straightforward, which can be important in
some applications. If the dataset has a linear geometric structure, using linear intrinsic
dimensions can also be helpful for eliminating outliers in data. However, if the structure
of data is non-linear, it is evident that using linear manifolds is useless, and consequently,
other ideas such as manifold projection techniques [159, 179, 17, 62, 27, 152] have been
proposed. The dimension of the embedding is an indispensable factor for manifold projec-
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tion techniques, as too-small dimensions would collapse features onto the same dimension
and too-large dimensions would make the projection noisy [120]. Various methods use
various approaches; for example, Locally-Linear Embedding (LLE) [159] assumes that the
user provides the intrinsic dimension. All being said, estimating the topological dimension
of the data is crucial, yet not easy for a finite set of data.
One can categorize intrinsic dimension estimation methods into two groups: eigenvalue
or projection methods, and geometric approaches [186]. Projection techniques [74, 28, 182]
use the neighbourhood structure of data to estimate its intrinsic dimension. These methods
are also widely used in data mining approaches to increase the efficiency of data mining
algorithms [18, 183], although these approaches have the drawback of results sensitivity to
neighbourhood size. The geometric approaches are based on the fractal dimensions of the
nearest neighbour distances [186]. In contrast to projection methods that are often used
for exploratory reasons and sometimes provide unreliable dimension estimations, geometric
approaches reliably estimate intrinsic dimensions. A detailed discussion of the estimation
of intrinsic dimensions is beyond the scope of this thesis.
There are several classifications of dimensionality reduction techniques. One classifi-
cation is based on the extrinsic dimension of the data. Many pattern recognition and
machine learning approaches use data points that have hundreds of thousands of dimen-
sions, and no dimension has an explicit interpretation. This enormous dimension of data
needs to be reduced to smaller numbers so that data mining becomes feasible. This size
of dimensionality reduction is called the hard dimensionality reduction. In contrast, there
are applications, basically in statistical analysis, in which the extrinsic (i.e. original space)
dimensions are drastically fewer (i.e., a few tens) and the value of each dimension has a
meaning and interpretation, so the reduction required is not too much. This class is called
the soft dimensionality reduction group of techniques.
One can classify DR techniques by different criteria, but the most well-known classifi-
cation of DR approaches is by linearity. This venue is followed in the current research and
these techniques are grouped into linear dimensionality reduction vs non-linear dimension-
ality reduction. However, before that, it is worth mentioning the Kosambi-Karhunen-Loeve
theorem and the Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma that are the foundations of dimensionality
reduction techniques.
Kosambi-Karhunen-Loeve Theorem
Like Fourier series representation of a function on a bounded interval, Kosambi-Karhunen-
Loeve is a representation of a stochastic process as an infinite linear combination of orthog-
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onal functions. This transformation [102] which is closely related to principal component
analysis, also called eigenvector or Hotelling transform. It is widely used in numerous
data science applications. Many of such expansions exist for a stochastic process, but the
Karhunen-Loeve gives the minimum mean square error which makes this transformation
important. This expansion is one of the most widely used techniques in dimensionality
reduction. However, the mathematical description of Karhunen-Loeve expansion has pre-
liminaries on compact operators, Mercer’s theorem, and stochastic processes which are
beyond the framework of this thesis. The Karhunen-Loeve expansion is not going to be
discussed further here. Interested reader may refer to [199].
Johnson-Lindenstrauss Lemma
Given 0 < ε < 1 0 < ε < 1, a set X of m points in RN , and a number n > 8 ln(m)/ε2,
there is a linear map f : RN → Rn such that
(1− ε)‖u− v‖2 ≤ ‖f(u)− f(v)‖2 ≤ (1 + ε)‖u− v‖2 (A.1)
for all u, v ∈ X .
The formula can be rearranged:
(1 + ε)−1‖f(u)− f(v)‖2 ≤ ‖u− v‖2 ≤ (1− ε)−1‖f(u)− f(v)‖2 (A.2)
The Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma is named after William B. Johnson and Joram
Lindenstrauss concerning low-distortion embeddings of points from high-dimensional into
low-dimensional Euclidean space. The lemma states that a small set of points in a high-
dimensional space can be embedded into a space of much lower dimension in such a way
that distances between the points are nearly preserved. This lemma is used in dimension-
ality reduction as well as manifold learning, compressed sensing, and graph embedding
which are helpful for the nearest-neighbour search, information retrieval, and many data
mining application. The proof of JohnsonLindenstrauss lemma is outside the scope of this
chapter.
Dimensionality Reduction VS Data Compression
As mentioned in previous sections, dimensionality reduction is inevitable and imperative
in many data-related fields. It is also mentioned that many features are duplicated, heavily
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correlated with other features, or small information-added features. Therefore, one idea
is to select informative features within data, which is called feature selection. Under an-
other idea, feature extraction, users do not select features but transfer them to another
coordinates or transform them into other sets of coordinates with lower dimensionality to
give better structure, which also helps in data interpretation. All these tasks are done
before performing any other statistical or data mining processes; therefore, together they
are sometimes referred to a preprocessing. Another approach is to reduce the population
numbers (which are bits in many domains) needed to represent the data. This approach
is called data compression.
Many dimensionality reduction techniques can be considered an unsupervised learning
method that extracts and interprets the structure of data. Like unsupervised learning
methods, which have an exploratory goal, dimensionality reduction also requires investiga-
tion, but in high dimensional spaces that are possibly sparsely populated. In some statis-
tical or machine learning approaches or many data storing and transferring situations, it is
also advantageous to compress data without losing much information. Like dimensionality
reduction, several approaches have been proposed for data compression. The idea of data
compression came from the information theory field but currently has other applications,
especially in the data mining domain. It is worth mentioning that the result of dimen-
sionality reduction techniques can be used as the input for data compression techniques.
Also, some approaches lie in the intersection of both dimensionality reduction and data
compression techniques. A more recent approach was proposed in [32], whereby the data
acquisition is performed in a compression scheme; therefore, there is no need for data com-
pression after data acquisition. This approach, called compressive sensing (also compressed
sensing, compressive sampling, or sparse sampling) also has some application in the data
mining field [77, 184, 30] and has motivated research activities. Compressive sensing is
outside the scope of this thesis, and interested readers may refer to [32, 33, 34, 61, 164].
In the next sections, the dimensionality reduction and data compression techniques are
further discussed.
Techniques for Dimensionality Reduction
Several dimensionality reduction techniques have been proposed in the literature. Obvi-
ously, each one can have its own advantages and disadvantages. Therefore, approaches are
needed in order to evaluate each DR technique. Generally, dimensionality reduction tech-
niques are validated by reconstruction error computation or cross validation techniques,
although there exist approaches that do not follow a cross validation venue and use unsu-
pervised internal validation type techniques [125]. Conventional approaches are similar to
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what is done in supervised learning algorithms. For example, in a classification problem, it
is a conventional approach to select a portion of the data for data training and the remain-
ing part for testing the validity of the algorithm. One can utilize naturally occurring or
artificially constructed (S-curve or Swiss roll, etc.) datasets for dimensionality reduction
technique evaluation.
High-dimensional input data can be in two forms. One is the high-dimensional vectors
each represents a data point; the other type is in the form of similarities/dissimilarities
between data points. In this thesis, clustering (and obviously DR processing) is performed
on the first type of data. Assuming that the high dimensional data is given in the form
of a discrete set of vectors in Euclidean space which is embedded on a manifold that find-
ing it, is the strict goal of dimensionality reduction. There is no access to the manifold;
therefore, one tries to guess it by neighbourhood information of the data. One primary
tool for this manner is to use the distance between data or in a more general form similar-
ity/dissimilarity. Therefore, by having the similarity/dissimilarity between data, one can
have a sense of neighbourhood information and hopefully a discrete version of the manifold.
Furthermore, the result of dimensionality reduction on this type of data should preserve
both the cardinality of the dataset and similarities within input data points. It is clear
that in this data type the similarities between data points should be learned to conform
to the data mining task. Two significant constraints on output data (output of DR) worth
just mentioning here are centralization constraint and orthogonality constraint which are
needed to be satisfied in some application. Input data types or constraints are not going
to be discussed further here.
The most famous classification of DR techniques is based on the linearity of the tech-
nique where DR methods have two branches: linear DR and nonlinear DR methods. The
same venue is followed here and both methods are briefly discussed here. Several other
grouping exist (such as deterministic and non-deterministic, or supervised and unsuper-
vised) for DR techniques and also a mathematical basis for every one of them, but extensive
discussion about these topics is outside the scope of the thesis. Many spectral dimension-
ality reduction approaches can be narrowed down to finding their kernels which is an
interpretation of a matrix whose decomposition provides dimensionality reduction.
From the kernel point of view, in linear DR methods, the output data is the projection
of the original space. Therefore, the kernel in these methods is the matrix representation of
the projection (projection operator). As an example, the kernel of the PCA method is the
covariance matrix of input data, and the kernel of classical multidimensional scaling is the
centring Gram matrix. In nonlinear methods, the output data is the manifold coordinate
representation of the original data. The kernel in these approaches is based on a data
graph which can be divided into dissimilarity, and similarity weights methods. Those
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trying to preserve the local distance (dissimilarity) or the weights of a point with respect
to its neighbours, respectively. Therefore, what makes a difference in these two approaches
is that in dissimilarity approaches the kernel is constructed from a distance graph but
in similarity weight methods kernel is constructed from a similarity weight graph. As
mentioned before, dimensionality reduction qualification is not an easy task unless there
exists a prior knowledge about the problem. In the next two sections, dimensionality
reduction techniques are discussed by classifying them into linear and nonlinear approaches.
Linear Dimensionality Reduction Algorithms
One keystone in data mining and data analysis is dimensionality reduction. Within dozens
of approaches to DR, linear dimensionality reduction approaches are perhaps the most used
ones. They are also the most interested ones because of their simple interpretation and
computation. These techniques are widely used in high-dimensional and noisy data. As
mentioned, linear dimensionality reduction performs its DR by a linear mapping of high-
dimensional data to lower dimensions and preserves geometry of the data in its new linear
manifold. Therefore, it is a helpful tool for visualizing, cleaning, compressing of the data.
Different domains and optimizations resulted in various forms of linear dimensionality
reduction techniques.
One may assume that linear methods are all a generalized form of the eigenvalue
problem which is not correct. Here, some approaches in linear dimensionality reduc-
tion are briefly described and the detailed discussions are left to the reader by referring
to [29, 24, 47, 70]. Next is a short description of Principle Component Analysis (PCA),
Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS) and Random Projections.
The most important and widely used linear dimensionality reduction method is PCA.
The global neighbourhood system, which is also the case in the PCA, is mostly used in
linear DR methods. Pearson invented PCA at 1901 [151]. Various interpretations and
definitions are proposed based on different point of views such as statistical or geometrical
but, the approach of PCA is basically the same in all of them. PCA is the method to
find the d-dimensional projection (d principal directions) of data that maximizes data
(centred) variance. The DR data are obtained from Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)
of the data matrix or Spectral (eigenvalue) Decomposition of the covariance matrix of
data. It is worth mentioning that in cases where the dimension of data is much lower than
the number of data points, eigenvalue decomposition is quite fast because of the lower
dimensionality of the covariance matrix. One can say simply that PCA algorithms consist
of two major parts: data centralization and applying SVD on centralized data Eckart and
young [65], Mirsky [136] Several noteworthy versions of PCA have been proposed. Kernel
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PCA [135] uses PCA on feature space. Probabilistic PCA Roweis [158], Tipping [180],
extreme component analysis [193] are some probabilistic extensions of PCA. There are
also some extensions of PCA that do not follow the linearity definition of PCA and result
in the non-linear mapping of data. Interested reader can refer to Collins et al 2002 [46],
Zoe et al 2006 [206], Mohamed et al 2008 [137], Journee et al 2010 [98], Candes et al
2011 [31] , Williams and Agakov 2002 [194] , Choulakian 2006 [43] , Galpin and Hawkins
1987 [75] , Hyvarinen et al 2001 [92], Baccini et al 1996 [16] , wang 2011 [186], Cunningham
and Ghahramani 2015 [47], Fodor 2002 [70], Sorzano and Montano 2014 [175] for more
detailed discussions on PCA extensions. It is worth noting again that PCA and some of
its extensions (linear ones) are linear projection approaches which perform well when the
data reside on subspace or hyperplane and perform quite poorly when the data is situated
on non-linear manifolds.
If instead of minimizing the reconstruction error; that is the objective in PCA; the
scatter of projection is maximized, one would get Classical Multi-Dimensional Scaling
(CMDS) or simply MDS. This family of methods has a very close connection with PCA
even in some special cases; classical multi-dimensional scaling and maximal variance PCA;
are identical. For more information on MDS refer to [23].
Non-Linear Dimensionality Reduction Algorithms
Many conventional dimensionality reduction techniques such as classical PCA or MDS are
based on linear models that are limited to specific problems (on linear manifolds). Recently,
some methods have been proposed for non-linear dimensionality reduction problems (or
manifold learning). Non-linear dimensionality reduction methods became a hot topic as
they are more powerful than linear ones. However, non-linear techniques require more
parameters than linear ones (that are basically a simple matrix multiplication). More
required parameters need more input data to help computing parameters. This large
amount of required data is the major drawback of Non-Linear Dimensionality Reduction
(NLDR) techniques. Some generalized PCA [46, 137] or MDS approaches [179] can be
categorized as NLDR. The topic of NLDR (manifold learning) is an interesting venue of
research, but fall outside the scope of this thesis. NLDR methods can be categorized by
their preservation criterion [118]: (i) Distance PReservation (DPR) approaches, and (ii)
Topology PReservation (TPR) approaches.
In DPR, NLDR methods reduce the dimensionality by preserving pairwise distances
as the criterion. This group of methods ensures the consistency of the global shape or
the local neighbourhood relationships between original space (high-dimensional) and tar-
get space (low-dimensional). As preserving distances in non-linear transformation is not
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perfectly achievable, various optimization procedures result in various approaches. Two
main subcategories have been mentioned for DPR: first, spatial distance preservation ap-
proaches such as Sammon’s Mapping [162], Curvilinear Component Analysis [55], and
second, graph distance preservation approaches such as ISOMAP [179]. Kernel PCA can
also be considered in the DPR category.
In TPR, dimensionality reduction methods decrease the dimension while ensuring that
the topology of data is preserved. This category of methods is more powerful and more com-
plex than DPR approaches. Two subcategories have been mentioned for TPR: first, data-
independent approaches (which are based on predefined topology) such as Self-Organizing
Maps [108], and second, data-dependent approaches (which topology is constructed based
on data) such as LLE [159], and Laplacian Eigenmaps [17]. Primarily, data-dependent ap-
proaches outcome more robust results, but with the cost of higher complexity.
Several other NLDR approaches and variations have been proposed in the literature.




Here, one of the most well-known compact code approaches is discussed that can help
speed up the process of nearest neighbour searching. A notable application of binary codes
is in binary hashing [161] which has been the topic of significant research in the recent
decade. The goal of binary hashing is to encode high-dimensional items, such as images,
with compact binary strings subject to preserve a given notion of similarity. Such codes
enable extremely fast nearest neighbour search as the distance between two codes (often
the Hamming distance) can be computed quickly using bit-wise operations implemented
at the hardware level.
As mentioned in Chapter 2, many binary hash algorithms have been proposed in the
literature, such as iterative quantization [78], spectral hashing [192], graph hashing [128],
supervised hashing [127], semi-supervised hashing [187], and minimal loss hashing [143].
The idea of hashing algorithms is to create a unique hash (signature or fingerprint)
for each data point. If two data points are identical, hashing algorithms should return
identical hash codes; if data points are even quite similar with minor differences, these
algorithms will return completely different hash codes.
Despite that, in many applications, a concern is to find near duplicate or similar data
points and not identical ones. In that case, hash functions that preserve similarity are
needed.
Similarity-preserving hash functions need to be correct and complete. A hash function
h : X 7→ Y is correct if:
∀x1, x2 ∈ X : if dx(x1, x2) ≤ x
∃y s.t dy(h(x1), h(x2)) ≤ y
(B.1)
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and is complete if:
∀x1, x2 ∈ X : dy(h(x1), h(x2)) ≤ y
∃x s.t if dx(x1, x2) ≤ x
(B.2)
Another major concern may arise when one searches for similar items (of any kind).
There may be far too many pairs of items to test for their degree of similarity, even if
the similarity computing of any one pair can be done very easily. That concern motivates
a technique called Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) for focusing the search on pairs that
are most likely to be similar. Locality sensitive functions can apply to different spaces
or different distance measures (such as Jaccard, Hamming, Euclidean distances). The
SimHash LSH scheme has been selected in this research as LSH is one of the most well-
known approaches for transferring data to Hamming space.
The general idea of SimHash LSH (SimHash [36] is used in this research) is that if
there are similar data points, unique but similar hash codes are needed. Therefore, one
can utilize those hash codes as a key for making hash tables repeatedly and randomly.
These hash codes can be used for figuring out if data points are closely related without
comparing them bit by bit. For the SimHash scheme [36], a collection of random vectors
are given. The distance between any two vectors is the angular distance between them,
d(u,v) = ∠(u,v). Consider the following hash functions used in SimHash LSH:
• Projection: compute the dot product of random vector r and r · u
• Rounding: return hr(u) = sign(u · v).
and the probability of different hash codes would be:
Pr[h(u) 6= h(v)] = ∠(u,v)/pi (B.3)
That is to say, to make hash codes, space is cut with random hyperplanes, and based
on the position of each data point, bits are assigned to it. The computational complexity
of SimHash for n points, d dimensions, k hyperplanes and r number of repetitions can
be calculated as follows: dk is the cost of finding buckets, n/2k is the average number of
points in each bucket, so the cost of comparison inside each bucket is dn/2k. Thus, the
total cost would be rdk+rdn/2k. If k is in the order of log(n), then SimHash is O(log(n)).
Therefore, if the length of hash codes is fixed, the order of complexity will be in constant
time. Arbitrary low false negative (FN = (1−pk)r) and false positive (FP = 1−(1−qk)r)
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errors are achievable by manipulating the k and r variables, but it is sometimes quite
expensive to do so.
More detailed discussion of approximate hashing by random projection is beyond the




Intra-cluster and inter-cluster similarity values can measure the quality of clustering algo-
rithms. As these names indicate, intra-cluster similarity means how similar the items in
clusters are, and the inter-cluster similarity is how similar the items between different clus-
ters are. In addition to quality measures of clustering, there are less-intuitive evaluations
for clustering, which are the resources –time and space (i.e. memory) – that a clustering
approach needs to perform. The clustering time and space are not important issues in
small datasets with current machines’ power and memory, but they show their importance
and severity when the size of a dataset grows.
One can categorize clustering evaluation measures into internal and external. As clus-
tering is an exploratory data analysis task, there is no a priori knowledge about the pa-
rameters of cluster analysis. Therefore, the clustering objective functions try to optimize
the internal clustering evaluation measures with no information about items except their
feature values. In other words, the objective functions aim to minimize the intra-cluster
similarity and maximize the inter-cluster similarity values just by using input features.
This type of evaluation measure –which is based on feature values only– is called internal
evaluation.
Internal Measures
Here, some data similarity measures are briefly described which are the foundations of
internal evaluation measures and related to current research. These measures are either
distance d or similarity Sim metrics between two variables A and B. A and B can be
either cluster representatives or objects(i.e. singleton clusters). Distance and similarity
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are related notions as the lower the distance, the higher the similarity and vice versa. As
the current research is on attributes(features) in real and binary spaces, the focus will be
on measures related to these data types. It is worth mentioning dissimilarity (distance)
common properties in metric spaces:
∀A,B : d(A,B) ≥ 0 and d(A,B) = 0⇔ A = B, (C.1)
∀A,B : d(A,B) = d(B,A), (C.2)
∀A,B, and C : d(A,B) + d(B,C) ≥ d(A,C) (C.3)
In the given set of records X = {xi}ni=1, each item xi is a vector so xi = {xi,k}dimk=1.
xi and xj can be either a cluster representative or a record. Those can be in the original
space or dimensionality reduced space.
Real Space Measures: The original data in some parts of the current research is in
real space. Therefore, It would be good to describe some real space measures here briefly.
Euclidean Distance: The Euclidean distance between a pair of items(i.e. ith and
jth) is:
∀xi,xj ∈ X : dE(i, j) = (
dim∑
k=1
(xi,k − xj,k)2)1/2 (C.4)
This measure can be tuned by using different weights on each feature which results weighted
Euclidean distance:
∀xi,xj ∈ X : dWE(i, j) = (
dim∑
k=1
Wk(xi,k − xj,k)2)1/2 (C.5)
The general form of Euclidean distance is Minkowski distance
∀xi,xj ∈ X and m ≥ 1 : dM(i, j) = (
dim∑
k=1
(xi,k − xj,k)m)1/m (C.6)
Euclidean distance (which is also called L2 norm), Manhattan or city block distance(which
is also called L1 norm), and Chebyshev or supremum distance(i.e. L∞ norm) can be
derived from Minkowski distance. It is worth mentioning that all mentioned distances are
metric. Here, Minkowski family of distance function is mentioned in Table C.1. For a more
comprehensive study one can go to reference [35].
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Measure Definition
Manhattan or City Block dCB(i, j) =
∑dim
k=1 |xi,k − xj,k)|
Euclidean dE(i, j) = (
∑dim
k=1(xi,k − xj,k)2)1/2
weighted Euclidean distance dWE(i, j) = (
∑dim
k=1Wk(xi,k − xj,k)2)1/2
Minkowski dM(i, j) = (
∑dim
k=1(xi,k − xj,k)m)1/m
Chebyshev dC(i, j) = (
∑dim
k=1(xi,k − xj,k)∞)1/∞
Table C.1: Minkowski Family of Dissimilarity Measures in Real Space
Binary Space Measures: The target space in current research is a short code binary
space. Here, the binary space measures are briefly discussed which can also be categorized
as internal measures of clustering.
In the given set of binary records B = {bi}ni=1, each item bi is a vector so bi = {bi,k}dimk=1
and bi,k ∈ {0, 1}. bi and bj can be either a cluster representative or a record. Those can
be in the original space- if the original space is binary space- or in dimensionality reduced
space.
∀bi,bj ∈ B : |bi ∩ bj|dimk=1 =
dim∑
k=1
(bi,k = bj,k = 1) =
dim∑
k=1
(bi,k ∧ bj,k) = bi · bj (C.7)
∀bi,bj ∈ B : | ∼ bi∩ ∼ bj|dimk=1 =
dim∑
k=1
(bi,k = bj,k = 0) =
dim∑
k=1
(∼ bi,k∧ ∼ bj,k) =∼ bi· ∼ bj
(C.8)
∀bi,bj ∈ B : | ∼ bi ∩ bj|dimk=1 =
dim∑
k=1
(bi,k = 0, bj,k = 1) =
dim∑
k=1
(∼ bi,k ∧ bj,k) =∼ bi · bj (C.9)
∀bi,bj ∈ B : |bi∩ ∼ bj|dimk=1 =
dim∑
k=1
(bi,k = 1, bj,k = 0) =
dim∑
k=1
(bi,k∧ ∼ bj,k) = bi· ∼ bj (C.10)
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All binary measures can be derived from the combination of these four quantities. In
order to make the notation simple, TT, FF, FT, and TF are used equivalent to previous
equations respectively.
Hamming Distance: The target space in which the proposed clustering algorithm
is implemented is a compressed binary space. Therefore, Hamming distance is utilized as
an internal criterion for cluster similarity measure. This measure can be defined by the
following equation:
∀bi,bj ∈ X : dHam(i, j) = TF + FT (C.11)
Which means the Hamming distance is the one population count on bi XOR bj. There
are several other binary distance measures which can be used as an internal criterion of
clustering evaluation which will be mentioned by C.3 and C.2. For a more comprehensive
study on binary space similarity and dissimilarity measures one can go to reference ”A
Survey of Binary Similarity and Distance Measures [42]”.
Hamming distance is one of the most straightforward and widely used distance measures
in binary space. For a finite length of the binary code, Hamming distance can be calculated
simply by a look-up table which can decrease the computational complexity of distance
finding to constant time. There are some other distance measures with the same simplicity,
but they can be derived from each other as they belong to the same family of distance
functions. Therefore, in the current research, Hamming distance is utilized for intra-cluster
and inter-cluster similarity measure in binary space.
External Measures
As mentioned, cluster evaluation includes two variations: internal and external measures.
Internal measures give negative points to inter-cluster similarities and positive points to
intra-cluster similarities. One can find examples in which high scores of internal measures
for cluster evaluation do not necessarily mean good clustering performance. On the other
hand, external clustering measures analyze the closeness of clustering to some references
(standard). External clustering measures come into account when clustering is done, and
an external audit is needed to verify the performance of the clustering approach.
An example, Purity, is one of the simplest external evaluation methods. Each cluster
is assigned to the largest amount of class labels in that cluster. Based on the definition 5,
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Table C.2: Some Similarity Measures For Binary Data
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Measure Definition
Hamming TF + FT
Euclidean
√
TT + FT + TF
Squared Euclidean
√
TT + FT + TF
2
Manhattan or City Block FT + TF
Mean-Manhattan TF+FTTT+FT+TF+FF
Minkowski (TF + FT )
1
m
Lance & Williams TF+FT2TT+FT+TF
Table C.3: Some Dissimilarity Measures For Binary Data






maxj|Gi ∩ Cj| (C.12)
Purity lies between [0,1] when 0 shows no agreements between gold standard clustering
results and clustering results and 1 shows complete agreement between the results and gold
standard results.
Researchers tend to develop an intuition about theoretical judgments for external clus-
tering evaluation, but the size of datasets, the variation of data types, and consequent
diversified clustering algorithms have forced researchers to introduce various evaluation
measures. Therefore, several schemes for clustering evaluation in different fields of data
mining, statistics, and information retrieval have been proposed. Basically, these sev-
eral measures can be classified into three main groups: pair-counting, set-matching, and
information and entropy-based . In the current research, the pair-counting approaches
are utilized. Therefore, in next sections definitions of the external clustering evaluation
measures and some of their specifications (specifically for pair-counting approaches) are
provided that help through the selection process. As the detailed discussion about other
groups of measures is beyond the scope of this research, they are briefly mentioned them
for reference.
Definition 5. Given a set of records X = {xi}ni=1, a set of clustering results G = {gj}kj=1
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where each gj is a set of records with gold standard label j, a set of clustering results
C = {cl}ml=1 where each cl is a set of records with the output of clustering algorithm result
labels l that needs to be evaluated, k and l are the number of clusters from gold standard






cl = n (C.13)
Definition 6. A contingency table for previous definition (5) is a table with matrix Nk×m =
[npq] format, where its margins are G and C and npq = |gp ∩ cq| and p ∈ {1, ..., k} and
q ∈ {1, ...,m}
Therefore, the contingency table will have the following conditions:
∀p ∈ {1, ..., k} and q ∈ {1, ...,m} : npq ≥ 0 (C.14)
∀q ∈ {1, ...,m} :
k∑
p=1
npq = |gq| = bq (C.15)
∀p ∈ {1, ..., k} :
m∑
q=1
npq = |cp| = ap (C.16)
CG g1 g2 . . . gk Sums
c1 n11 n12 . . . n1k a1







cm nm1 nm2 . . . nmk am
Sums b1 b2 . . . bk
(C.17)
In order to simplify describing some of evaluation measures, another contingency table
can be defined:
Definition 7. For the given set of records X , the set of gold standard labels G, and the set
of clustering results C; true positive is the number of records that are in the same sets
in G and in the same sets in C; true negative is the number of records that are in the
different sets in G and the different sets in C; false positive is the number of records that
are in the different sets in G but in the same sets in C; false negative is the number of
records that are in the same sets in G but in the different sets in C:
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C
Pair of Records in
The Same Cluster
Pair of Records in
Different Clusters
G
Pair of Records in
The Same Cluster
TP FN
Pair of Records in
Different Clusters
FP TN
Table C.4: 2× 2 Contingency Table
TP = |{(xi, xj)|xi, xj ∈ gp ∧ xi, xj ∈ cq}| (C.18)
TN = |{(xi, xj)|xi ∈ gl, xj ∈ gp ∧ xi ∈ ct, xj ∈ cq, l 6= p ∧ t 6= q}| =
|{(xi, xj)|@p, q : xi, xj ∈ gp ∧ xi, xj ∈ cq}|
(C.19)
FP = |{(xi, xj)|xi ∈ gl, xj ∈ gp ∧ xi, xj ∈ cq, l 6= p}| =
|{(xi, xj)|@p : xi, xj ∈ gp ∧ xi, xj ∈ cq}|
(C.20)
FN = |{(xi, xj)|xi, xj ∈ gp ∧ xi ∈ ct, xj ∈ cq, t 6= q}| =
|{(xi, xj)|@q : xi, xj ∈ gp ∧ xi, xj ∈ cq}|
(C.21)
This definition leads to the smaller (i.e 2× 2) contingency table (Table C.4).
In order to find values of 2 × 2 contingency table, one can use the k ×m contingency

































− TP − FN − FP (C.25)
The literature uses the values from the 2× 2 contingency table in several pair-counting
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TP + FP + FN
(C.29)
Rand Index (RI) is one of the most-popular pair-counting measures for counting pairs
of items on which two clustering results (i.e., gold standard clustering, and the clustering
algorithm that needs to be evaluated) agree or disagree. This well-known index lies in the
nominal range of [0,1] when 0 shows no agreements between data labels (i.e. gold standard
clustering results) and clustering results, and 1 shows complete agreement between results
and class labels. However, one can notice that this index often lies between a smaller range
of [0.5,1]. Therefore, another form of RI has been proposed and used, which is the Adjusted


































































nij, ai, and bj are values from a contingency table (Equation C.17).
Apart from these measures, there are many less-popular measures in the pair-counting
measure class. For a comprehensive list of pair-counting measures, one can use a study by
Albatineh et al. [8], which narrows down 28 measures to 22 different ones, or another study
by Warrens [191]. These lists are large enough to make measure selection a confusing task
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Figure C.1: Information Theoretic Quantities
of clustering algorithm evaluation. Regardless of this considerable number of measures,
RI and ARI are the most well-known and used ones. Therefore, in this research RI and
ARI are used as one part of the clustering evaluation. In the next paragraphs, a very brief
description of two other families of external measures is given.
Set-matching-based measures are another class of the external measures used for clus-
ter validity. These measures are based on finding matches between clusters, in different
clusterings (which in the current definition are G and C). There are two drawbacks to
this class of measures, both of which originate from the ”problem of matching”: (i) dif-
ferent numbers of clusters for G and C, and (ii) ignoring what happens to the unmatched
part of each cluster. One can find a more thorough discussion on this class of indices (i.e.
measures) in [87]. Purity, an example of the set-matching class of measures, has been
introduced in preceding paragraphs. Purity is also utilized as a validation measure in the
current research.
The other class of measures is comprised of information theoretic-based measures which
is based on the fundamentals of information theory, in which clustering is reviewed as ran-
dom variables with a joint distribution and the mutual information between two clusterings
must be judged. The idea is to know how much information is in each of the clusterings
and how much information one clustering has about the other. Figure C.1 shows infor-
mation theoretic quantities. H(C) represents Entropy related to clustering C (which is
always a non-negative number) is the measure of the amount of randomness of the variable
associated with C. The mutual information I(C,G) is how much information C (i.e. a
proposed clustering) has about G (i.e. gold standard clustering). H(C|G) and H(G|C) are
conditional entropy. Several measures has been proposed in this class, such as conditional
entropy, joint entropy, mutual information, various normalized mutual information, varia-
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tion of information, and etc. For more details about this class of measures, the reader is
invited to consult [134].
No one can claim that there is a clustering algorithm which is the best clustering
method out there and fits every clustering problem. Likewise, no one can claim that there
is an external clustering validity measure which is the best measure for clustering com-
parison and is optimal for every problem. Yet, one can find some properties which help
external measure selection for clustering validity which are Metric Properties, Normaliza-
tion (Range), Sample Size Dependency, and coarsening and Refining clusters Dependency.
More discussion about these properties is outside the scope of this research which can be
found in clustering literature.
As mentioned, in this research, RI, ARI, and purity are used which are the most well-
known and widely used measures to validate clustering algorithms.
Summary
In this chapter, some external and internal validity (evaluation) measures are introduced
that can be summarized as follows:
i) External validity indices are the measures of the agreement between two partitions,
one of which is usually a known/golden partition, e.g. true class labels, and another is
from the clustering procedure. Purity, Rand index, adjusted Rand index, Jaccard index,
and Fowlkes-Mallows (FM) index are some examples of this category.
ii) Internal validity indices evaluate clustering results by using only features and in-
formation inherent in a dataset. They are usually used in the case that true solutions
are unknown. Silhouette index, Davies-Bouldin, Calinski-Harabasz, Dunn index, R-squared
index are some examples of internal validity measures.
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